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1.0 SUMMARY
This report summarizes the results of work conducted by The Boeing Company under NASA
contract NAS3-15574, "Investigation of Noise Suppression of Sonic Inlets for Turbofan Engines".
The program incorporated analytical and experimental investigations to establish a design tech-
nology base for sonic inlets for STOL propulsion system inlet noise reduction. The objective of the
program was to identify a practical inlet design, utilizing the concept of choking for inlet noise reduc-
tion. This inlet noise reduction requirement stems from the demonstrated low aft arc noise level that
has been achieved by the augmentor wing propulsion system concept. As a result, the dominant noise
source is that radiated forward by the engine fan. Preliminary analyses indicated a required inlet noise
suppression of 20 to 30 PNdB at a 500-ft sideline distance. By the demonstration of the objective
inlet noise level reduction, the augmentor wing STOL airplane noise could be reduced below 95 PNdB
at a 500-ft sideline. This program has demonstrated that the noise level objectives can be achieved and
even exceeded by sonic inlets, with aerodynamic losses substantially lower than previous sonic inlet
program results indicated. This performance was demonstrated with a realistic inlet length and with-
out the use of sophisticated flow control devices.
The investigation was accomplished by analytical and mechanical design studies and experi-
mental investigation of sonic inlet models on a fan rig test facility in an anechoic chamber.
The program was initiated with a sonic inlet configuration and concept selection study. Prelim-
inary mechanical design layouts were made of several promising sonic inlet concepts. The inlet con-
cepts were studied in two separate groups, consisting of single-passage inlets (throat undivided) and
multipassage inlets (throat subdivided). All concepts were evaluated in terms of performance, mechan-
ical design, and operational characteristics, and potential problem areas were identified. On the basis
of this concept screening study, two single-passage and two multipassage inlets were selected for pre-
liminary test evaluation. These were:
* Translating centerbody
* Contracting cowl wall
* Retractable radial vane
* Double-articulated radial vane
A schematic representation of each of these concepts is shown on figure 1.
The four selected inlet models were designed for test evaluation. The basic design weight flows
for all configurations at full scale were as follows:
Approach = 402 lb/sec
Takeoff = 515 lb/sec
Maximum Cruise = 475 lb/sec
These were based on engine criteria used for system design and evaluation studies of jet STOL
aircraft.
The design procedures were similar for both of the single-passage inlets, with throat and diffuser
exit areas defined by the engine airflow requirements; the prime variables were length (L/D, inlet
length to fan diameter ratio) and diffuser area distribution. These variables were initially selected on a
trial-and-error basis and evaluated with the aid of a computerized potential flow program combined
with a boundary layer program. Surface Mach number, boundary layer shape factors, and boundary
layer thickness were calculated and plotted as a function of diffuser length. The criterion used for
inlet optimization was the attainment of minimum length without boundary layer separation or exces-
sive boundary layer thickness.
The multipassage inlet models were designed by the use of a free-stream axisymmetric radial
equilibrium turbomachinery design program. Standard NACA airfoil shapes were used in the airfoil
selections. The basic design objective for the multipassage inlets was to attain uniform radial Mach
number distribution.
Two configurations were designed for the translating centerbody concept, one with an L/D =
1.3, and the other with an L/D = 1. For each of the other inlet models, one test configuration was
designed with an L/D = 1. All models were fabricated and tested for the approach power weight flow
range. This was considered the most critical operating region for performance comparison.
The tests were conducted in an anechoic chamber utilizing a 12-in.-diameter fan test vehicle
(fig. 2). The wall between the test chamber and the anechoic room is acoustically impermeable,
ensuring that measurements taken in the acoustic chamber were not influenced by fan aft-radiated
noise. Acoustic measurements were taken by a microphone array on a 10-ft radius at 10* intervals.
Aerodynamic data were also acquired during testing for evaluation of inlet recovery, distortion, and
throat Mach number.
Overall results of these tests are shown in figure 3. All performance parameters are shown in
terms of inlet normalized Mach numbers (MN).* Inlet noise reduction, inlet total pressure recovery,
*Normalized Mach number was introduced to eliminate large deviations in calculated Mach numbers
for the different test configurations due to the effective flow area differences in configurations from
the design area values. For the choked condition the Mach number for all configurations was defined
as unity.
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and flow distortion are shown for the models tested. Based on the results of these tests, two configur-
ations were selected for final evaluation. The L/D = 1 translating centerbody inlet was chosen for the
single-passage and the radial vane sonic inlet for the multipassage type.
Design modifications were made on these models as deemed necessary to improve performance
prior to final testing. Detailed inlet exit-plane flow profile measurements were performed. A limited
amount of distortion simulation was performed by cross-wind blowing on these static tests. The
models were tested in takeoff and cruise configurations in addition to the approach configuration.
The test results for the final models are shown on figures 4 and 4a. The following conclusions
can be drawn from these results:
* A sonic inlet can be designed to produce inlet noise reduction in the range of 25 to
30 PNdB with less than 2% inlet recovery loss on approach and less than 1% in takeoff and
cruise operation. Inlet flow distortion effects remain within acceptable limits for satisfac-
tory engine/inlet compatibility.
* Inlet noise reduction in excess of 40 PNdB is possible with sonic inlets, with increased per-
formance loss.
* Single-passage inlets are superior to multipassage inlets in terms of inlet recovery. The trend
in terms of total pressure distortion is reversed.
* It has been demonstrated that using the latest available design technology, sonic inlets can
be designed within an L/D limit of unity consistent with the objective of this program.
* Fan operating line and stall margin investigations have shown that no significant effect of
stall margin change has occurred as a result of flow distortion created by sonic inlets
(fig. 4a).
A translating centerbody inlet has been tested with acoustic lining. The lining effectiveness is
shown on figure 5. The tests have shown that some inlet throat Mach number reduction can be
achieved using acoustic lining. The benefits depend on the particular noise reduction level desired.
Concurrently with the concept selection effort, near-field noise measurements were taken inside
sonic inlets to gain some understanding of the noise attenuation mechanisms involved with large Mach
number gradients such as those existing at or near sonic flow conditions. The experimental approach
was chosen for lack of analytical tools in this technology area.
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The objectives of these experiments were to provide some insights into potential problem areas
that could prevent the achievement of the ambitious goals set for the program. Of specific interest
were Mach number gradient effects on noise attenuation, shock wave propagation through the sonic
throat, and noise leakage through the boundary layer. Another point of interest was noise generated
by the sonic plane.
A specially constructed probe for the measurement of noise and static pressure measurement in
the free stream was built. Two contracting cowl wall inlets were evaluated. The near-field instrument
probe and typical survey location for these tests are shown on figure 6. Results of these experiments
were extremely useful in making design decisions for the rest of the program, and the information
obtained is considered unique. Significant conclusions of these experiments are summarized below:
* Increasing the inlet throat Mach number from about 0.5 to 1.0 resulted in an increasing
noise attenuation at blade passing frequency (figs. 7 and 8).
* The rate of decay of the blade passing tone was found to be less on the centerline than near
the outer wall. This was attributed to the radial Mach number gradient in the throat area
(figs. 9 and 10).
* The multiple pure tone ("buzz-saw") noise, which was only observed at fan blade speeds
above the sonic velocity, did not propagate through the inlet throat plane (fig. 11).
* No evidence was found of noise leakage at blade passing frequency through the inlet throat
boundary layer (fig. 12).
* No significant noise generation by the sonic plane was observed (fig. 13).
This program has demonstrated significant improvement over earlier programs in both acoustic
and aerodynamic performance for sonic or high Mach number inlets. Because of this, it is believed
that sonic inlet technology can be applied in a wide variety of applications in aircraft inlet noise
reduction. Other gas turbine engine installations may also benefit from the technology and perform-
ance potential demonstrated in this program for sonic inlets.
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2.0 INTRODUCTION
Sonic inlet noise and performance potential has been under investigation for the past several
years. Appendix E, volume II of this report summarizes the results of past investigations. These pro-
grams covered a large number of investigations and a variety of configurations and experimental tech-
niques. They have demonstrated the basic feasibility of sonic inlets and the potential for large inlet
noise reductions by inlet choking, thus contributing significantly to sonic inlet technology. However,
some limitations exist in the results of earlier experiments. Satisfactory attention was provided to the
aerodynamic design details on full-scale sonic inlet engine tests conducted, but in most cases configur-
ation constraints were imposed to make use of existing hardware, resulting in compromised perform-
ance. Acoustic data from engine tests were usually affected by other engine noise sources. Most of the
scale model tests lacked the aerodynamic design detail and adequate instrumentation for the evalua-
tion of the aerodynamic performance potential of the different configurations.
The task of identifying a sonic inlet for a practical airplane application requires more than the
mere demonstration of feasibility. Configuration concepts have to be compared and evaluated in
terms of their aerodynamic and noise performance, mechanical design feasibility, and overall system
considerations. The technology data base gained from past program results was inadequate for these
types of studies.
This program, conducted under a NASA Lewis contract, had the objective of expanding the tech-
nology base for sonic inlets. In the area of aerodynamic performance, pressure recovery of the differ-
ent inlet concepts had to be established for comparison studies. Flow distortion and inlet/engine com-
patibility trades required the determination of the distortion characteristics of different sonic inlet
concepts. Finally, the noise potential of different inlets had to be demonstrated.
These tasks were accomplished by mechanical design studies of sonic inlets for concept selection,
design, and testing of inlets utilizing the latest available technology in all areas. The tests were con-
ducted in an anechoic chamber to separate aft radial noise from inlet noise. Measurements were taken
to establish detailed acoustic and aerodynamic performance of all inlets tested.
Significant improvement in sonic inlet technology has been achieved by this effort.
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3.0 INLET DESIGN DESCRIPTION
Two groups of inlet concepts were studied during the test program: a single-passage type and a
multipassage type. The configurations were selected from these two groups for test evaluation on the
basis of a mechanical design and model selection study (appendix A, volume II). Concepts were com-
pared to weigh their relative merits in terms of design, performance, and operational characteristics.
Four designs were selected for test evaluation: a contracting cowl and a translating centerbody design
for the single-passage type, and a radial vane and double-articulated vane design for the multipassage
type (fig. 14). All designs were optimized for minimum length and satisfactory predicted performance.
3.1 SINGLE-PASSAGE TEST CONFIGURATIONS
Two contracting cowl wall inlets were designed using L/D = 1.0 (takeoff) and L/D = 2.0
(approach). Because these two inlets were used mainly to study aerodynamic noise mechanisms, the
length was conservatively selected to avoid uncertain aerodynamic performance. The L/D = 2.0 model
was extensively instrumented to correlate the experimental flow properties with the theoretical
analysis used during the design. The instrumentation included a line of static taps, running the full
length of the inlet; boundary layer rakes; and total pressure rakes at the fan face. The test configura-
tion of this inlet is shown in figure 14a.
Detailed analysis of this inlet is presented in volume II, appendix B. The translating centerbody
inlet was first designed using L/D = 1.3 and then subsequently using L/D = 1.0, which was the design
selected for extensive tests in the latter part of the program. The instrumentation for this inlet was
similar to that for all models tested over the latter part of the program. A sketch of the configuration
is shown in figure 14b.
The inlet designed using L/D = 1.3 was tested both as initially designed and later with three dif-
ferent configurations of acoustic lining added on the inner surface. This test series and a detailed
model description are given in volume II, appendix B.
3.2 MULTIPASSAGE TEST CONFIGURATIONS
During the early part of the program both a radial vane inlet and a double-articulated vane inlet
were tested. Later, most of the work was done with the radial vane inlet, which was considered the
better of the two configurations.
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The double-articulated vane inlet test configuration is presented on figure 14c. The throat was
produced by a row of inlet guide vanes which turned the flow. Immediately downstream, a second
row of blades returned the flow to an axial direction. The instrumentation used with this configura-
tion consisted of static pressures on the wall in the throat region, a traverse probe between the vane
rows, and a total pressure traverse wave rake at the exit.
The radial vane inlet, shown in figure 14d, employed 36 radial vanes to produce a sonic throat
which would be removed by "stowing" during cruise operation. The instrumentation used for this
configuration included guide-vane-channel static taps as well as a longitudinal row of statics from the
lip to the fan face. Total pressure rakes were located at the fan face.
A complete list of configurations tested, together with a brief description and the identification
of the particular test run number, is presented in table 1. The figure number showing the inlet geom-
etry and test configuration is presented in appendix B, volume II.
3.3 MECHANICAL DESIGN CONFIGURATION STUDIES
Design studies of both single-passage and multipassage full-scale inlet configurations were con-
ducted. Preliminary evaluations were made to select candidate configurations for the screening test
program. Following the screening tests, two inlets were selected for final test on the basis of structural
integrity, foreign object damage and ingestion, anti-icing, sensing and control systems, mechanical
actuation, subsystem integration, and engine/aircraft constraints. In addition to aiding in the configur-
ation selection, the purpose of these studies was to identify problem areas and constraints and deter-
mine possible approaches to the solution of these problems.
Sonic inlets were categorized as single-passage or multipassage. A single-passage inlet was con-
sidered as any inlet which had a throat which did not subdivide the flow streamlines into separate
flow paths. Multipassage inlets were considered as those in which the throat annulus area was sepa-
rated into more than one flow passage.
Figures 15 and 16 are summaries of the major characteristics of the various sonic inlet concepts
studied. These summaries serve as a guide toward evaluating each inlet concept according to the appli-
cation proposed. These mechanical design studies, along with aerodynamic studies, were used in
selecting the sonic inlet models that were tested.
Two different types of single-passage inlets, translating centerbody and variable cowl wall inlets,
were studied. The characteristics of each are summarized in figure 15.
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TABLE 1.-LIST OF MODELS
Model L/D Run Description
no. no.
0 2.0 1 Baseline configuration; straight constant-diameter duct with long
bellmouth fitted
1 2.0 2 Fundamental (contracting cowl) inlet; approach configuration with
long bellmouth fitted
2 1.0 3 Fundamental (contracting cowl) inlet; takeoff configuration with
long bellmouth fitted
4 Translating centerbody inlet; approach configuration with long
3 1.3 bellmouth fitted
5 Takeoff configuration with long bellmouth fitted
3A 1.3 101 Model 3, approach configuration with acoustic lining added to
internal surfaces
3B 1.3 102 Model 3, approach configuration with acoustic lining added to
internal cowl surface and diffuser section of centerbody only
3C 1.3 10 Model 8, approach configuration with acoustic lining added to
diffuser section only
4 1.0 Translating centerbody inlet; approach configuration
6 Long bellmouth fitted
8 Flight lip fitted
11 Flight lip fitted (part of run), short bellmouth (remainder)
12 Takeoff configuration with short bellmouth fitted
5A 1.0 7 Radial vane inlet; approach configuration with long bellmouth fitted
5B 1.0 13 Radial vane inlet; approach configuration with short bellmouth fitted
14 Takeoff configuration with short bellmouth fitted
6 1.0 9 Double-articulated vane inlet; approach configuration
Short bellmouth fitted (part of run)
Flight lip fitted (remainder of run)
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For the multipassage inlets, mechanical design feasibility was studied for the following concepts:
Variable sweep or radial vanes
Translating parallel vanes
Translating radial vanes
Expanding radial vanes
Translating radial vanes and centerbody
Translating external ring
Translating ring and centerbody
Articulated radial vanes
Figure 16 gives a summary of these concepts. A detailed description is provided in volume II,
appendix A.
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4.0 TEST SETUP AND PROCEDURE
The test program was conducted in the Boeing anechoic acoustic test facility (fig. 17). The basic
feature of this facility is that forward- and aft-radiated noise are separated. For this program, testing
was done in the "forward mode," in which aft-radiated noise was excluded from the acoustic cham-
ber, so that inlet noise reduction produced by sonic inlets could be measured without the interference
of aft arc noise.
4.1 TEST VEHICLE
A sketch showing the 12-in.-diameter fan fitted with a bellmouth inlet is presented in figure 18,
and a photograph of the anechoic chamber showing the microphone array is presented in figure 19.
The fan and turbine were directly coupled and could be remotely controlled by both air supply
pressure and fuel flow rate to the turbine combustor. Maximum continuous fan operating cap-
ability was:
* Mass flow rate: 28 lb/sec (bellmouth inlet)
* Pressure ratio: 1.5
* RPM: 29 400
* Number of blades: 32 rotor; 27 stator
A translating cone was used to vary the fan loading (fig. 18). The fan exhausted radially through-
out the full circumference into the fan drive cell, and the exhaust escaped to atmosphere through an
overhead stack. The fan inlet bellmouth protruded through the wall into the anechoic chamber
(fig. 19), where the far-field forward arc measurements were made.
4.2 ACOUSTIC CHAMBER
The anechoic chamber was lined with material which provided an acoustic absorption coefficient
of better than 0.95 (above 1000 Hz). The room was 33 ft long along the rig axis; 35 ft, 6 in. wide; and
11 ft high. An air vent in the roof, suitably insulated from external noise, allowed atmospheric air to
enter the chamber.
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4.3 INSTRUMENTATION AND DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
Near-field nosie measurements were made using flush-mounted Kulite transducers located on the
internal cowl surface and with the probe installation shown in figure 20. The cantilevered stinger
probe which supported an aft-facing transducer on its tip was inserted from the bellmouth and could
be traversed longitudinally and radially. The location of the probe tip was accurately measured auto-
matically. Also close to the probe tip were two static pressure ports, connected to an externally
mounted pressure transducer, that measured static pressure in the stream.
Far-field noise measurements were made with the microphone array shown in figure 19. The
microphones were 1/4-in. (B&K) condenser type.
Total pressure measurements were made within the inlet to determine the boundary layer condi-
tions and the mainstream losses. The rotating rake located at the fan face comprised four arms of
seven probes each and could be rotated in 100 increments. Boundary layer total pressure measure-
ments were also made using rakes of closely pitched probes.
A photograph (fig. 21) shows a partial buildup of the test equipment where the inlet and rotating
rake assembly were about to be joined to the 12-in.-diameter fan rig.
4.4 TEST PROCEDURE
The inlets were operated at various throat Mach number levels by operating the fan at the proper
rpm level to obtain the necessary air flow rate. Backloading on the fan was held constant throughout
the normal Mach number region of investigation on each inlet model.
All pressure readings on the test vehicle were read simultaneously by a system of chop valves and
transducers with a pressure scanning device. The diffuser exit plane of each inlet model was surveyed
with either a total pressure probe or rake. These surveys were made to determine total pressure re-
covery and flow distortion for each inlet model. All test rig parameters were recorded by an automatic
digital recording system and printed out in the form of punched paper tape. This tape was input to a
computer which converted all parameters to engineering units and made such calculations as air flow,
Mach numbers, pressure recovery, etc.
All acoustic data were recorded simultaneously on multichannel magnetic tape. This included the
far-field microphones, flush-mounted microphones on the inlet duct walls, and a fixed position of the
midstream stinger microphone whenever it was used. Reduction of acoustic data during the test opera-
tion was limited to one or two select microphones for mohitoring purposes only.
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4.5 CROSS-WIND TEST SETUP
To demonstrate the effect of flow distortion on inlet noise, the special cross-wind generator
shown in figure 22 was installed. Air was fed through six 4-in.-diameter flexible pipes from a high-
pressure supply via specially built silencers. The velocity at the pipe exit was 100, 200, and 300 ft/sec
for the cross-wind test points.
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5.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The aerodynamic performance has been measured in terms of area-weighted average total pres-
sure recovery and total pressure distortion at the fan face station of the diffuser. All pressure measure-
ments have been nondimensionalized by the acoustic chamber pressure. Appendix C, volume II gives a
detailed description of the instrumentation and test procedures and shows the points on each model
at which measurements were taken. Besides fan face total pressure measurements, the static pressure
distribution was also measured, and these are presented in the form of Mach number distribution
where necessary for the discussion. Also, boundary layer total pressure rakes were used in various
parts of the program; these results were used during the study to help explain various aerodynamic
effects.
Far-field noise data were recorded at 10 microphone locations on a 10-ft radius arc. All data
were reduced by a 1/3 octave band data reduction system. These data were then scaled to a 32-bladed,
53-in.-diameter fan. To condense the final results, one angle was chosen to represent the noise charac-
teristics. A survey of the data showed that blade passing frequency SPL and PNL maximums mostly
occurred at 500 from inlet centerline, and that the noise differentials were in most cases evenly distri-
buted over the range of directivity angles. It was therefore concluded that the noise data recorded at
the 500 location were representative of the acoustic performance at all other angles and would be used
for further inlet analysis and comparisons. Scaled PNL differentials from baseline versus inlet throat
Mach number, inlet recovery, and inlet fan face distortion provided the relevant parameters for com-
parison of the various inlet concepts.
5.1 SINGLE-PASSAGE INLETS
5.1.1 Aerodynamic Performance-Single-Passage Inlets
5.1.1.1 Approach Configuration
Two basic single-passage inlet configurations for the approach flight condition were selected: the
contracting cowl wall and the translating centerbody. Three models were designed, built, and tested.
The configurations and test run numbers are defined in table 2.
Figures 23 through 26 show the inlet total pressure recovery and distortion versus the throat
average Mach number for these models. The throat Mach number was calculated from the measured
airflow and the geometric throat area, assuming an area coefficient of 1.0. The contracting cowl
model (run 2) had a maximum recovery at choke of 0.978 with a minimum distortion of 8.2%. The
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TABLE 2.-SINGLE-PASSAGE CONFIGURATIONS (APPROA CH)
Model no. Run no. L/D Type Figure no.
1 2 2 Contracting cowl 23, 27, 30
3 4 1.3 Translating centerbody 24, 31
4 6 1.0 Translating centerbody 25, 28, 32
4 11 1.0 Translating centerbody 26, 29, 33
1.3 L/D translating centerbody model (run 4) had a maximum recovery at choke of 0.980 with a dis-
tortion of 9.9%. The other approach model, L/D = 1.0 (runs 6 and 11), had a recovery of 0.965 with a
distortion of 8.5%. This model was tested in both phases of the program, and figures 25 and 26 show
good agreement for both recovery and distortion. The tests differed in some respects (different bell-
mouths, different total pressure measurement methods) but the model was unchanged.
Figure 27, 28, and 29 show the surface Mach number based on measured static pressure along
the inlet length. Each figure covers a range of throat Mach numbers from low (approximately 0.5) to
choke. In each model the data show the maximum surface Mach number at choke to be over 1.0,
nearly 1.2 on run 11 (fig. 29). This is an indication that at the choke conditions the flow goes super-
sonic downstream of the geometric throat.
Figures 30 through 33 are the fan face total pressure profiles for each test point of each run for
the approach single-passage inlet models. Figure 30 (contracting cowl wall L/D = 2 model) shows no
evidence of inlet separation at any throat Mach number condition. The 1.3 centerbody profiles
(fig. 31) also do not show any evidence of flow separation. Figures 32 and 33 (L/D = 1.0 centerbody
model) show that the flow was separated on the cowl at the high flow condition. The shorter L/D =
1.0 inlets had lower recovery values when the profiles indicated flow separation than the models that
showed no sign of flow separation.
5.1.1.2 Takeoff Configuration
The single-passage inlets were also evaluated for the takeoff condition. Three different models
were tested (table 3).
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TABLE 3.-SINGLE-PASSA GE CONFIGURA TIONS (TA KEOFF)
Model no. Run no. L/D Type Figure no.
2 3 1.0 Contracting cowl wall 34, 38
3 5 1.3 Translating centerbody 35, 39
4 12 1.0 Translating centerbody 36, 37, 40
Figures 34, 35, and 36 show the total pressure recovery and distortion vs the average throat
Mach number. The contracting cowl wall, L/D = 1 (run 3), has a recovery of 0.986, slightly better
than the L/D = 1.3 translating centerbody inlet (run 5) value of 0.985. The other inlet (L/D = 1.0
translating centerbody, run 12) had the best recovery, 0.990. The distortion values had the same rela-
tionship, with the shortest translating centerbody inlet being 5.5% as compared to about 10% for the
other two. These results point out that the translating centerbody designs have a better throat Mach
number distribution, contributing to higher recovery and lower distortion. The throat average Mach
number for the translating centerbody models was higher than for the contracting cowl wall design.
Figure 37 is the surface Mach number distribution for the L/D = 1.0 translating centerbody
model (run 12). The other takeoff models did not have sufficient wall static pressure instrumentation
to calculate their surface Mach numbers. As for the approach models, the maximum cowl Mach num-
ber was greater than 1.0 (Mach 1.12 near the throat).
Figures 38, 39, and 40 show the fan face radial total pressure profiles for the three takeoff con-
figurations. Only the L/D = 1.0 translating centerbody model (run 12) shows any flow separation or
near separation. In this case the hub boundary layer was the thickest and at choke appears close to
separation.
5.1.1.3 Inlet Lip Effect On Performance
Three different inlet entrance configurations were used in this program: a long bellmouth, used
to accurately determine the airflow; a short bellmouth; and a simulated flight lip geometry. Figure 41
is a schematic of the three configurations along with the recovery vs the normalized throat Mach num-
ber. The simulated flight lip has the best performance, as the shorter length upstream of the throat
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had the thinnest boundary layer growth, resulting in a higher overall recovery. The two bellmouth
configurations had nearly the same performance, the shorter bellmouth having better performance
than the long bellmouth.
Because most of the boundary layer on the bellmouth was laminar and therefore thin, the overall
effect on recovery was not significantly affected by the three lip configurations. To fully evaluate the
bellmouth effects, more detailed throat boundary layer measurements would be necessary. This type
of instrumentation and evaluation was beyond the scope of this program.
5.1.2 Acoustic Performance-Single-Passage Inlets
5.1.2.1 SPL Directivity and Spectra-I 2-In. Fan Model-Data Presentation
The baseline (model 0, straight duct) was tested over the entire range of approach and takeoff
fan speeds. Figure 42 shows the model blade passing frequency noise directivity and the 1/3 octave
band noise spectrum at 50* from inlet centerline for the approach range of fan speed settings. The
noise distribution in the 00 to 90* quadrangle is similar for both low fan speed (13 910 rpm) and high
fan speed (23 410 rpm) settings. The maximum blade passing frequency noise level occurs at the 50*
location microphone for both conditions. The noise increase due to fan speed variation was evenly
distributed in the quadrangle (+8 to 10 dB).
Figures 43 through 58 show the 12-in. fan blade passing frequency directivity and the 500 SPL
spectra for all models tested in approach and takeoff configuration. The noise characteristics are
shown for two throat Mach number settings in each case. Data corresponding to low throat Mach
number settings, i.e., below Mach 0.7, were representative of a condition where small Mach number
noise reduction occurred. Data corresponding to high throat Mach number settings, i.e., above Mach
0.7, were representative of a condition where a large Mach number noise reduction was observed. In
general the Mach number effect reduced the blade passing frequency by 20 to 40 dB. The noise reduc-
tion was generally not very dependent on directivity. The noise reduction was more dependent on
frequency-higher noise reduction was observed for frequencies over 5000 Hz than below that fre-
quency. In most cases the fan blade passing frequency peak was not visible on the high throat Mach
number SPL spectrum. It is believed that the noise in some frequency band was decreased below the
test arena noise floor. The noise floor is 50-55 dB. Most inlet blade passing directivity and SPL spectra
fitted the description given above; a few presented some peculiarities.
Figure 44 shows the blade passing frequency directivity and the 500 SPL spectra for the trans-
lating centerbody inlet (model 3) in approach condition. Noise characteristics are shown at low
(M = 0.492) and high (M = 0.824) throat Mach number settings. The Mach number effect reduced the
blade passing frequency by a maximum of 43 dB at the 400 location and by a minimum of 19 dB at
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the 1 (location. The noise reduction was clearly directivity dependent, with greater noise reduction
between angles 300 and 80* than at lower angles.
Figure 45 shows the blade passing frequency directivity and the 50* SPL spectra for the center-
body inlet with acoustic lining added to internal surfaces (model 3A). Noise characteristics are shown
at low (M = 0.497) and high (M = 0.781) throat Mach number settings. The combination of lining and
high Mach number resulted in reducing the blade passing frequency by a maximum of 10 dB at the 00
location and by a minimum of 5 dB at the 10* location. These reductions were less than those
obtained with the same inlet unlined (see fig. 44). In addition, the low-frequency (from 2.5 Hz to
5.6 Hz) sound pressure levels were increased by 0 to 11 dB. These results were due to poor aerody-
namic performance caused by the lining in the inlet. Detailed description of this is in section 5.3 of
this report.
Figure 54 shows blade passing frequency noise directivity for the 10-ft radius baseline model and
the 1/3 octave band noise spectrum at 500 from inlet centerline for the takeoff range of fan speed
settings. The noise distribution in the 00 to 90* quadrangle was similar for both low fan speed (17 780
rpm) and high fan speed (23 410 rpm) settings. The maximum blade passing frequency noise level
occurred around the 500 location for both conditions. Only slight noise variations were observed at
blade passing frequency for the rpm variation. The broadband noise increased by 3 to 10 dB.
5.1.2.2 SPL Directivity and Spectra-Scaled Data
Figures 59 through 75 show the full-scale blade passing frequency noise directivity and the 500
SPL spectra for all models tested in approach and takeoff configurations. The frequency spectrum for
full scale is that of the model ratioed down by the diameter ratio. The full-scale SPLs were then
obtained by adding 10 log 10 of the weight flow ratio to the scale model SPL. The scaling procedure is
described in detail in appendix D, volume II. The 1/3 octave band blade passing frequency SPL direc-
tivity is not identical to that of the 12-in. fan model because it is presented on a 500-ft sideline
instead of a 10-ft radius. The observations made about the 12-in. model remain, nevertheless, applic-
able to the full-scale directivity characteristics and will not be repeated here. Due to the distance
extrapolation the SPL are often shown below the noise floor.
5.1.2.3 PNL Directivity-Scaled Data
Figures 76 through 92 show the PNL directivity at 500-ft sideline for all models tested in ap-
proach and takeoff configurations. PNL directivity is shown for two throat Mach number settings in
each case. Data corresponding to low throat Mach number settings, i.e.: below Mach 0.7, are represen-
tative of conditions where small or no Mach number noise reduction occurred. Data corresponding to
high throat Mach number settings, i.e., above Mach 0.7, are representative of conditions where large
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Mach number noise reduction was observed. Except for the baseline, all PNL directivity characteristics
were similar in shape. In general, the maximum PNL occurred at the 500 location. The Mach number
effect reduced the PNL by 20 to 40 PNdB. No consistent dependence of PNL reduction on directivity
was observed. This observation justifies the use of the 500 location noise spectrum characteristics for
comparisons in later discussions.
5.1.2.4 Approach Configurations-Single-Passage Inlets
Figure 93 shows the 500-ft sideline PNL versus fan rpm (scaled-up data) for the baseline (model
0) in approach and takeoff configurations. The baseline is the basis of comparison for deriving the
PNL reduction curves shown on figures 94 through 109. The number labeling each data point is the
condition reference within the run. All data are scaled up, except when otherwise stated.
Figure 94 shows model 1 contracting cowl wall (L/D = 2.0 with long bellmouth) noise character-
istics versus fan speed and throat Mach number. The noise started to decrease around throat Mach 0.6
to reach a 32-PNdB maximum observed PNL reduction from baseline at throat Mach 0.84. The mini-
mum observed level at this point was 67.5 PNdB.
Figure 95 shows model 3 (translating centerbody inlet, L/D = 1.3 with long bellmouth) noise
characteristics versus fan speed and throat Mach number. The PNL was slightly higher than baseline
(+2 PNdB) up to throat Mach number = 0.63. This noise increase at low speed was the result of wake
interactions from the struts, which did not exist in the baseline model. The maximum PNL reduction
observed was 34 PNdB at Mach 0.86 corresponding to a 66-PNdB level.
Figure 96 shows noise characteristics of model 4 (translating centerbody inlet, L/D = 1.0 with
long bellmouth). Noise started to decrease at Mach 0.7 to reach a 39-PNdB maximum PNL reduction
at Mach 1.0 corresponding to a 61-PNdB level.
Figure 97 shows noise characteristics of model 4 tested with the simulated flight lip. Here the
noise started to decrease at Mach 0.6 and reached a maximum PNdB reduction of 34 PNdB at Mach
0.94, but a noise increase occurred around that Mach number. The noise spectrum observed dynam-
ically on a scope showed instabilities with SPL in most frequency bands oscillating. This type of insta-
bility occurred with various degrees of magnitude in all inlets, but it was most evident in the single-
passage inlets. Short recurrences of the phenomenon were visible on the real-time analysis equipment.
Due to the 32 seconds time average used for reducing the data, the phenomenon was generally not
apparent on the 1/3 octave band SPL spectrum unless, as in this case, it was of a long enough dura-
tion. This phenomenon was believed to have been caused by flow instabilities in the inlet, but detailed
studies of this were beyond the scope of this program.
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Figure 98 shows model 4 noise results as tested with a short bellmouth. The noise level decreased
after the Mach number reached 0.73, and a 42-PNdB maximum PNL reduction was reached at the
maximum Mach number test condition. At this point the noise level was 56.5 PNdB.
5.1.2.5 Takeoff Configurations-Single-Passage Inlets
Figure 99 shows model 2 (contracting cowl wall, L/D = 1.0 with bellmouth) noise reduction
characteristics. Noise decreased for Mach numbers above 0.7. The lowest level observed was 67 PNdB
at Mach 0.86.
Figure 100 shows the noise characteristics of inlet model 3 (translating centerbody, L/D = 1.3)
tested with a bellmouth. The perceived noise level decreased from Mach 0.65 until approximately
Mach 0.8, where the level was 57 PNdB. No more noise reduction was observed beyond Mach 0.9.
This was most probably due to the fact that such a low noise level was down to the test installation
floor noise.
Figure 101 shows the noise characteristics of model 4 tested with the short bellmouth. This
model was 3 to 4 PNdB quieter than baseline at low throat Mach numbers. The noise decreased 47
PNdB for Mach 1.0. The lowest noise level was 54 PNdB, down to the floor noise.
5.1.2.6 Inlet Lip Effect on Noise
The three inlet lip shapes tested with model 4 in approach configuration are compared on figure
102. PNL versus fan rpm and PNL reduction versus throat Mach number are shown. The curves are
very similar for the long and short bellmouth. The flight lip led to a steeper noise reduction curve up
to Mach 0.94, where the noise increased due to the instability phenomenon described in section
5.1.2.4.
5.2 MULTIPASSAGE INLETS
Two basic multipassage inlet concepts were investigated, the radial vane inlet and the double-
articulated vane inlet. Test configurations were as shown in table 4.
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TABLE 4.-MUL TIPASSA GE CONFIGURATIONS (APPROACH)
Model no. Run no. Inlet configuration Figure number
5A 7 Radial vane 103, 108, 111
5B 13 Redesigned radial vane 105, 106, 110, 114
6 9 Double-articulated vane 104, 107, 109, 111,
112,113
5.2.1 Aerodynamic Performance-Multipassage Models
5.2.1.1 Approach Configuration
Figures 103, 104, and 105 show the recovery and distortion versus average throat Mach number
for the radial vane model (run 7), the double-articulated vane model (run 9), and the redesigned radial
vane model (run 13), respectively. The average throat Mach number was calculated from the corrected
weight flow and the geometric throat area, assuming an area coefficient of unity. Highest recovery of
the radial vane inlet model (run 7, fig. 103) at choke was 0.954, with corresponding radial distortion
of 6.2%. In the redesigned radial vane inlet model (run 13, fig. 105) the highest recovery at choke was
0.939, with the corresponding radial distortion of 13.5%. Lower recovery of the redesigned radial
vane inlet model may be due to the four support struts in the diffuser. The double-articulated vane
inlet (run 9, fig. 104) had highest recovery at choked condition of 0.916, with corresponding radial
distortion of 2.8%.
Figure 106 shows the measured centerbody and cowl surface Mach number distribution of the
redesigned radial vane inlet model (run 13). Average throat Mach numbers from 0.5 to choke are
shown. The highest surface Mach numbers on both the cowl and centerbody for all test conditions
were reached at the geometric throat. At the choke condition, supersonic velocity (Mach 1.1) was
observed on the centerbody surface, while the maximum cowl surface velocity was Mach 0.9. The
supersonic velocity on the centerbody surface is believed to be due to the continuously accelerating
flow passage design upstream of the throat. A small amount of flow diffusion designed into the cen-
terbody surface upstream of the throat would eliminate the supersonic velocity on the centerbody.
Figure 107 shows the cowl surface velocity distribution in the double-articulated vane inlet cas-
cade channel. Average throat Mach numbers from 0.5 to choke are shown. The maximum cowl
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surface velocity is subsonic, and it occurs at the same front vane chord position for all test conditions.
The maximum average throat Mach number was 0.942 as compared to the corresponding maximum
0.95 Mach number on the cowl surface in the cascade channel. It is concluded that sonic velocity and
maximum weight flow were reached at an aerodynamic throat of an area smaller than the design
geometric throat.
Figures 108 and 109 show the fan face average total pressure profiles for the radial vane inlet
(run 7) and the redesigned radial vane inlet (run 13), respectively. The radial vane inlet (run 7,
fig. 108) indicates some performance deficiencies in the centerbody region. The redesigned radial vane
inlet (run 13, fig. 109) indicates possible flow reversal at the centerbody, but this cannot be substan-
tiated due to possible inherent errors in the centerbody wall static pressure measurement. Figure 110
shows the fan face-average total pressure profiles for the double-articulated vane inlet (run 9). Higher
recovery losses at choked conditions near the centerbody are attributed to the higher solidity of the
vanes near the hub.
Figure 111 shows the vane wake total pressure profiles at the diffuser exit of the radial vane inlet
(run 7) and the double-articulated vane inlet (run 9). Normalized average throat Mach numbers from
0.5 to choke are shown. At each Mach number, the pressure recovery profiles with the highest circum-
ferential distortion are compared. The double-articulated vane inlet displayed higher wake distortion
than the radial vane inlet, and the distortion increased with increasing average throat Mach number.
Figure 112 shows the radial distribution of the double-articulated vane inlet design and measured
front vane flow turning angle (run 9). The first row of vanes acts as a row of nozzles accelerating the
flow similarly to a turbine blade flow passage. The 50 overturning of the wake flow with respect to the
design flow turning angle is caused by Prandtl-Meyer expansion of the flow downstream of the front
vanes. Turning angle measurements were available as online data with two-digit accuracy, which
explains why many of the data points were of the same turning angle magnitude.
Figure 113 shows the radial distribution of the double-articulated vane inlet front vane exit flow
Mach number. Normalized average throat Mach numbers from 0.5 to choke are represented. The
double-articulated vanes were designed for radially uniform noise reduction by means of a radially
uniform Mach number at the exit of the front vanes. Prism probe velocity measurements in the front
vane exit plane indicate lower than design exit velocities near the cowl surface.
5.2.1.2 Takeoff Configuration
Only one configuration, the redesigned radial vane inlet (run 14), was tested.
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Figure 114 shows the inlet average total pressure recovery and distortion versus the average
throat Mach number. The highest recovery at choke was 0.983, with corresponding distortion of
12.9%, as compared to the highest recovery at choke of 0.939 and distortion of 13.5% in the ap-
proach configuration.
Figure 115 shows the measured centerbody and cowl surface Mach number distribution. Average
throat Mach numbers of 0.48, 0.74, and 0.86 (choke condition) are shown. Due to the skewed throat
position in the takeoff configuration it is difficult to establish a precise throat location. Flow is
slightly supersonic on both the cowl and centerbody surfaces, but the velocities are very close to each
other.
Figure 116 shows the fan face total pressure profiles. No flow separation is indicated by the
profiles.
5.2.2 Acoustic Performance-Multipassage Inlets
Two basic types of multipassage inlets were investigated, the radial vane inlet (model 5) and the
double-articulated vane inlet, L/D = 1.0 (model 6).
5.2.2.1 Approach Configurations
Figure 117 shows the noise performance of model 5A (radial vane inlet, L/D = 1.0). This inlet
was up to 4 PNdB noisier than the baseline at low Mach numbers. This noise increase can be explained
by blade wake interactions, which did not exist in the baseline. The noise then decreased as the Mach
number effect took place in the throat. The lowest noise level observed was 67 PNdB at Mach 0.835,
corresponding to a 37-PNdB reduction from baseline.
Figure 118 shows the noise performance of model 5B (redesigned radial vane inlet). As men-
tioned above, the presence of vanes in the inlet creates additional wake interaction noise. As a result
the noise level is higher than baseline for Mach numbers less than 0.65, when no Mach number effect
occurred. The noise decreased at higher Mach numbers. A 64-PNdB level was observed at Mach 0.75.
This corresponded to a 41-PNdB reduction from baseline.
Figure 119 shows the noise performance of model 6 (double-articulated vane inlet). At low Mach
numbers this inlet was noisier than the baseline by 2 to 3 PNdB due to vane wake interactions. For
throat Mach numbers higher than 0.7 the lowest noise level observed was 68 PNdB, corresponding to a
34-PNdB reduction from baseline at Mach 0.94.
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5.2.2.2 Takeoff Configurations
Figure 120 shows the noise data for model 5B (radial vane inlet) in takeoff configuration. This
inlet was quieter than baseline over the range of Mach numbers tested. This may have been due to
increased throat Mach number in lower rpm region. Noise reduction was 2 to 4 PNdB for Mach
numbers up to 0.65, then increased to a maximum reduction of 43 PNdB at throat Mach number =
0.865. The noise level was then 59 PNdB.
5.3 ACOUSTIC LINING TESTS
The noise reduction effectiveness of acoustic lining in a choked inlet was evaluated using the
approach configuration of the translating centerbody, L/D = 1.3, sonic inlet. The lining configuration
consisted of 0.038-in. polyimide sheet with flow resistance of 58 rayls at 155 dB, over 0.1-in. deep
honeycomb material with 1/8-in. cell size. The target frequency at throat Mach 0.9 was 12 kHz, cor-
responding to the blade passage frequency.
The first lined configuration was designed with acoustic treatment covering nearly the full length
of the inlet (fig. 121). Test data obtained on this first configuration indicated substantial performance
deterioration. The poor performance was attributed to the effect of friction coefficient increase in the
high Mach number region of the inlet. Therefore, two subsequent configurations were tested (figs. 122
and 123). These configurations were obtained by covering the lining with hard epoxy resin in the
throat region. The covered area was sanded to restore it to the original smooth finish. Test configura-
tions were as shown in table 5.
TABLE 5.-LINED CONFIGURATIONS
Model no. Run no. Lining configuration Figure no.
3 4.xxx Hardwall (no acoustic lining)
3A 101.xxx Lined cowl and centerbody 121
3B 102.xxx Lined cowl, centerbody lined in 122
the diffuser
3C 10.xxx Cowl and centerbody lining in 123
the diffuser only
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5.3.1 Aerodynamic Performance
Figures 124, 125, and 126 show average total pressure recovery and distortion versus the average
throat Mach number for each lined model. Each data point is numbered on the curves to identify it
with the data key. The average throat Mach number was calculated using the corrected weight flow
and the geometric throat area using an area coefficient of unity.
Figure 127 shows the fan face average total pressure recovery profiles of the fully lined inlet. The
lowest recovery profiles are along the cowl, and the profiles deteriorate with increasing normalized
throat Mach number due to the increased friction losses of the lined surfaces.
Figure 128 shows the recovery profiles for the data points taken with the lined cowl and center-
body lined only in the diffuser. This configuration had the poorest of all recovery profiles, indicating
flow separation along the cowl.
Figure 129 shows the recovery profiles of the diffuser-only lined configuration. The profiles
reveal no flow separation and only minimal profile deterioration along the cowl.
Figure 130 shows the average total pressure recovery and radial distortion versus the normalized
throat Mach number for each configuration.
Figure 131 shows the total pressure recovery profiles at the fan face and at a plane midway
between the throat and the fan face in the diffuser. The total pressure recovery profiles are compared
at nearest available test condition to 0.9 normalized throat Mach number.
Fully lined cowl and centerbody configuration showed 1% recovery decrease below that of the
hardwall inlet at 0.5 normalized throat Mach number and 2% decrease at 0.9 normalized throat Mach
number, while the distortion increased by 2% and 6%, respectively. Further increase in the corrected
weight flow caused the recovery to drop from 0.965 to 0.905, indicating flow separation. The total
pressure recovery profile measured in the diffuser confirmed the flow separation on the hub, but the
corresponding fan face profile indicated that the flow had reattached to the surface. The recovery of
this inlet at 0.9 normalized throat Mach number was 0.963 as compared to 0.984 for the hard-
wall inlet.
The inlet configuration with fully lined cowl and centerbody lining only in the diffuser resulted
in total pressure recovery of 0.953 and distortion of 18%. Since the recovery of this inlet was lower
than that of the fully lined configuration, it was concluded that separation on the cowl, as indicated
from the pressure recovery profile in the diffuser, is more detrimental to inlet performance than separ-
ation on the centerbody.
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A final test was run with the lining on cowl and centerbody only in the diffuser. Total pressure
recovery was only 0.4% below that of the hardwall inlet over the range of normalized throat Mach
number from 0.5 to 0.95. The total pressure recovery profile in the diffuser indicated incipient separa-
tion on the cowl. At the fan face, the total pressure recovery profile is fully attached on both surfaces,
but the boundary layer is somewhat thicker for the lined inlet case, especially on the cowl surface.
Because of the deterioration of the recovery profile at the fan face, caused by the increased skin
friction of the lined inlet, the maximum weight flow that could be passed through the diffuser lined
inlet was 1.2% less than for the hardwall inlet. The total pressure recovery profiles associated with the
hardwall model showed no indication of flow separation on either the cowl or the centerbody, and
the average total pressure recovery at 0.9 normalized throat Mach number was 0.984 as compared to
0.980 for the best lined inlet configuration tested, the inlet with lining only in the diffuser.
5.3.2 Acoustic Performance-Lined Inlets
Figures 132, 133, and 134 show the noise characteristics of the three lined inlet models. For
consistency the inlets are compared here with the baseline inlet, although it was of a different config-
uration. Noise performance of the treated inlet is compared with that of the unlined inlet in section
5.5.2.1. Model 3A (fig. 132) had lining added to all internal surfaces and presented flow problems that
resulted in little noise reduction. Model 3B (fig. 133) was tested with acoustic lining added to the
internal cowl surface only. Model 3C (fig. 134) had acoustic lining added to the diffuser section only,
and had good noise reduction.
5.4 DISTORTION EFFECTS
5.4.1 Distortion Simulation Methods
The second phase of this program was partially directed toward inlet distortion simulation and
its associated aerodynamic and acoustic performance effects. Fan face instrumentation in the form of
a 28-pickup, four-arm rotating rake was incorporated in the test setup to measure the total pressure
distribution at 100increments. A computer program was used to obtain fan face total pressure distri-
bution maps for each test point. Simulated flow distortion was done by using low-pressure air blown
normal to the inlet air flow at the face of the bellmouth. Six 4-in. air pipes were located at the bottom
portion of the bellmouth. A silencing chamber was installed on the air pipes to keep the air injection
noise to a minimum. Experimentation with the number of pipes, their orientation to the bellmouth,
and the blowing rate was done to arrive at a range of fan face distortions up to 20% with acceptable
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blowing air noise. Two throat Mach numbers (approximately 0.68 and 0.90) were investigated. Distor-
tion at each of these Mach numbers was measured with crosswind values of zero, 100, 200, and 300
ft/sec. Two models in the approach and takeoff configurations were evaluated. See figure 135 for the
crosswind blowing setup.
5.4.2 Aerodynamic Performance-Distortion Effects
5.4.2.1 Approach Configurations
The two approach configurations were the translating centerbody, L/D = 1.0 (model 4, run 11),
and the modified radial vane inlet, L/D = 1.0 (model 5B, run 13).
Figures 136 and 137 are the fan face total pressure distributions for the translating centerbody
inlet at an average throat Mach number of 0.66 at zero and 100-ft/sec air injection. Figure 136 shows
some bottom sector total pressure loss caused by the presence of the six air pipes, even through no air
was being injected at this run. The distortion increases from 2.6% to 4.6% when the cross wind is
increased to 100 ft/sec. The lowest total pressure occurred at the bottom of the inlet, coinciding with
the location of the blowing pipes. The average recovery decreased from 0.993 to 0.986 as the cross-
wind is increased to 100 ft/sec. Both patterns were symmetrical from one side to the other with all
the distortion coming from differences of the top and bottom sectors, as expected. Figures 138 and
139 are of the same inlet configuration at a near-choked throat condition. Here a comparison of a
"clean" inlet (no air pipes) and the 100-ft/sec air injection was made. The overall distortion change
was small, 11.4% compared to 9.3% for the "clean" inlet.
Figures 140 through 143 show the radial vane model (run 13) at low and high throat Mach num-
bers at 0- and 100-ft/sec crosswind. Table 6 is a summary of the distortion effects.
The radial vane model distortion maps show the pressure distribution to be more even than for
the centerbody inlet. While the distortion values are about the same level (10% at 100 ft/sec), the
pressure contour lines are spread out over the entire lower 1800 of the annulus for the radial vane
models, whereas the single-passage inlets have local low-pressure regions in the bottom center loca-
tion only.
5.4.2.2 Takeoff Configurations
Figure 135 shows the distortion versus the normalized Mach number for the translating center-
body takeoff configuration at the various crosswind conditions. For the takeoff area configurations,
in each zero crosswind case the crosswind injection pipes were installed, and this caused a low-pressure
region in the lower section of the inlet.
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TABLE 6.-DISTORTION EFFECTS (APPROACH)
Point no. Crosswind Overall Overall Figure
T velocity distortion recovery no.
13.014 0.735 Zero 6.75% 0.977 140
13.015 0.735 100 ft /sec 6.58% 0.975 141
13.018 0.910 Zero 10.78% 0.945 142
13.019 0.910 100 ft/sec 11.70% 0.941 143
The translating centerbody inlet (figs. 144 and 145) at the low throat Mach number (0.690)
shows a definite increase in the distortion and a decrease in recovery when the crosswind was in-
creased from zero to 100 ft/sec. The fan face total pressure maps show that the entire bottom section
of the inlet was affected. The low-pressure region caused by the crosswind extended from the cowl to
the centerbody surface. This is in contrast to the higher throat Mach number cases (figs. 146 and 147,
Mach - 0.9) where the flow near the centerbody seems unaffected by the 100-ft/sec crosswind.
The radial vane model at the low throat Mach number (figs. 148 and 149) shows only a small
increase in distortion, 4.6% to 5.8%, when the crosswind was increased from zero to 100 ft/sec. The
flow near the centerbody seems unchanged, and the only difference in the fan face maps is near the
cowl surface of the bottom sector of the inlets. At the higher throat Mach number, the increase in
crosswind has even less effect on the distortion patterns. The overall distortion stays approximately
the same at 10%, and the recovery shows only slight reduction for the 100-ft/sec crosswind (figs. 150
and 151). A summary of the takeoff distortion data is shown in table 7.
In general, the distortion studies for both the approach and takeoff configurations showed that
the multipassage models were less affected by the crosswind than the single-passage inlets and that the
high throat Mach number cases were less sensitive to the induced flow disturbances than were the low
throat Mach number cases from an aerodynamic point of view.
5.4.3 Acoustic Performance-Distortion Effects
5.4.3.1 Approach Configuration
Figure 152 shows the distortion and noise characteristics for model 4 (centerbody, L/D = 1.0) in
approach condition. Fan face distortion increased with blowing rate for the two Mach number
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TABLE 7.-DISTORTION EFFECTS (TAKEOFF)
Point no. F Crosswind Overall Overall Figure ModelT velocity distortion recovery no.
12.014 0.690 Zero 4.5% 0.993 144
12.015 0.690 100 ft/sec 7.1% 0.982 145 Model 4
translating
12.018 0.875 Zero 9.1% 0.977 146 centerbody
L/D = 1.0
12.019 0.875 100 ft/sec 15.3% 0.957 147
14.013 0.67 Zero 4.64% 0.991 148
14.014 0.66 100 ft/sec 5.76% 0.986 149 Model 5B
radial vane
14.018 0.915 Zero 10.19% 0.960 150 redesign
L/D = 1.0
14.019 0.885 100 ft/sec 9.3% 0.957 151
conditions tested. The effect on noise radiation was small over the range of cross blowing speeds for
Mach 0.66. At a high Mach number, 0.92, the effect was small at 100-ft/sec blowing rate (+0.5 PNdB).
Noise increased by 9 PNdB between 100 ft/sec and 300 ft/sec blowing rate.
Figure 153 shows the distortion and noise characteristics for model 5B in approach configura-
tion. A small (0.5 PNdB) increase was observed for 100-ft/sec blowing rate at a low Mach number,
0.735. Noise increased by another 2 PNdB when the blowing rate was increased up to 300 ft/sec. At a
high throat Mach number setting, M = 0.91, the noise increased by 6 PNdB for 100-ft/sec blowing rate
and by another 5 PNdB between 100 and 300 ft/sec.
5.4.3.2 Takeoff Configuration
Figure 154 shows the distortion and noise characteristics for model 4 (centerbody L/D = 1.0) in
takeoff configuration. A small (0.5 PNdB) increase was observed for 100-ft/sec blowing rate at a low
Mach number, 0.69. Noise increased by another 2.5 PNdB when the blowing rate was increased to
300 ft/sec. At a high throat Mach number setting, M = 0.875, the noise increased by 7 PNdB for
100-ft/sec blowing rate and by another 6.5 PNdB between 100 and 250 ft/sec.
Figure 155 shows the distortion and noise characteristics for model 5B (radial vane inlet) in take-
off configuration. A 2-PNdB increase was observed for 100-ft/sec blowing rate at a low Mach number,
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0.67. Noise increased by another 2 PNdB when the blowing rate was increased to 300 ft/sec. At a high
throat Mach number setting, M = 0.885, the noise increased by 7 PNdB for 100-ft/sec blowing rate
and by another 5.5 PNdB between 100 and 250 ft/sec.
Results of crosswind distortion tests showed that the single-passage and multipassage inlet noise
characteristics were similarly affected by internal fan face distortion. Generally the effect was greater
for a high throat Mach number condition (inlet choked). The noise reduction loss resulting from cross-
blowing at 100 ft/sec and high throat Mach number was around 7 PNdB for all inlets and conditions.
For blowing rates above 100 ft/sec the radial vane inlet showed less distortion and a slightly smaller
noise increase.
5.5 COMPARISONS
In the preceding discussion, aerodynamic and acoustic results have been presented on an individ-
ual configuration basis to provide a comprehensive survey of all the test data. To satisfy the program
objectives, i.e., to identify the most effective sonic inlet concept from the designs selected for analysis
and testing, a comparison of inlet performance in terms of total pressure recovery and distortion and
noise reduction was necessary.
Average throat Mach number has been used as the independent variable in many parts of the
preceding discussion. This quantity was derived from the measured weight flow and throat geometric
area, assuming no total pressure losses up to the throat plane. Owing to boundary layer growth and
slight changes in axial location of the effective aerodynamic throat, with inlet configuration and air-
flow, this definition of a mean throat Mach number provided inaccurate, making correlation of results
somewhat confusing (e.g., fig. 23 shows model 3 choking at M = 0.84, whereas fig. 25 shows model 4
choking at M = 1.0). To provide a more representative variable on which comparisons could be made,
a quantity called "normalized Mach number" was defined. This was based on the assumption that the
average throat Mach number was 1.0 when inlet airflow was a maximum (choked condition) and all
other airflow quantities for a given inlet were ratioed to that maximum. From the airflow quantities
the A/A* values were calculated and the associated Mach number, called "normalized Mach number,"
was used in the following comparisons.
5.5.1 Aerodynamic Performance Comparisons
5.5.1.1 Definition of Parameters
Inlet distortion. -This is defined as (PTmax - PTmin )/PT, the maximum total pressure being
taken from the midstream readings of the rotating rake or the traversing probe. The minimum total
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pressure was taken to be the lowest pressure measured by a pressure pickup nearest the wall. This
minimum pressure used would be higher than the lowest boundary layer pressure, which was actually
the surface static pressure.
Inlet recovery. -The inlet fan face recovery calculation was the average of the exit total pressures
divided by the acoustic chamber ambient pressure. The exit total pressure average was measured by
the 10-position traverse probe or the 28-pickup, four-arm rake or, in the case of the first vane models,
a 9-pickup wake probe. When the rotating rake was used, readings were taken each 10* resulting in a
total pressure average calculated from 252 individual pressures.
5.5.1.2 Approach Configurations
Seven different approach configurations were evaluated, and the aerodynamic performance is
compared on figures 156, 157, and 158. The total pressure recovery versus average throat Mach num-
ber for the approach condition is presented on figure 156. As mentioned above, it is difficult to com-
pare these results using the mass-derived average throat Mach number, so the same results are pre-
sented on figure 157 as a function of normalized throat Mach number. Figure 158 shows distortion
versus normalized throat Mach number.
Figure 157 shows that the multipassage inlets have lower recovery than the single-passage type.
Comparing the recovery at MN = 0.95, the double-articulated vane inlet had a recovery of 0.92, and
the radial vane inlet a recovery of 0.927, whereas the translating centerbody inlet with the short bell-
mouth installed (the short bellmouth was more representative of flight conditions than the long bell-
mouth) gave a recovery of 0.98. The distortion for the same series of models is plotted against normal-
ized Mach number on figure 158 and shows a distortion of 6.8% for the translating centerbody inlet
compared to 13.3% for the radial vane inlet (both fitted with short bellmouth). The double-
articulated vane inlet gave a distortion of 2.8%. It was found from pressure profile measurements in
the diffuser that the boundary layer on the cowl surface had separated near the vanes on the radial
vane inlet, causing the severe distortion level. When the long bellmouth was fitted (run 7) the distor-
tion level was 4.8%, indicating that unless separation occurred the multipassage inlet gave generally
better distortion levels than the single-passage type.
5.5.1.3 Takeoff Configurations
The throat location and area of the takeoff translating centerbody models were more difficult to
determine than those of the approach models, because the minimum cowl radius was not at the same
station as the maximum centerbody radius. This makes the normalized Mach number parameter even
more useful in comparing the aerodynamic performance of these four takeoff configuration models.
Figure 159 is the total pressure recovery versus the measured throat Mach number, showing the spread
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of the choked Mach number values (0.86 to 1.0). Figures 160 and 161 are the recovery and distortion
plotted versus the normalized Mach number. The contracting cowl wall, L/D = 1.0 inlet and the trans-
lating centerbody, L/D = 1.3 inlet have the best recovery (0.988) at choke. The distortion comparison
shows that the contracting cowl wall is 9.5%, approximately 3% lower than that of the translating
centerbody, L/D = 1.3 inlet.
The translating centerbody, L/D = 1.0 inlet had lower recovery, 0.968, compared to 0.986 for
the L/D = 1.3 translating centerbody at choke. Up to a throat Mach number of approximately 0.8,
these two inlets were equal; then the L/D = 1.0 inlet began to separate on the centerbody as can be
seen from the total pressure profiles of figure 40. At the choke Mach number the distortion is 17%.
This high distortion is due to the low total pressure associated with the centerbody separation.
The radial vane inlet (run 14) had the lowest choke recovery (0.953) but had good performance
(above 0.98) up to a relatively high throat Mach number of 0.95. The maximum choke distortion of
this inlet was 10.8%.
From these comparisons of the two different translating centerbody inlets it is apparent that in
the range of interest of 25 PNdB noise reduction, performance of both inlets is satisfactory.
5.5.1.4 Final Configurations
A comparison of the aerodynamic performance of the single-passage inlet (translating center-
body) and the multipassage inlet (radial vane) is shown in table 8.
TABLE 8.-AERODYNAMIC PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
MN = 1.0
Maximum Minimum
Inlet type Flight total overall Run L/D Figure no.condition pressure distortion no.
recovery
Translating Approach 0.955 11.2% 11 1.0 157, 158
centerbody
Translating Takeoff 0.968 17% 12 1.0 160,161
centerbody
Radial vane Approach 0.914 14% 13 1.0 157, 158
Radial vane Takeoff 0.953 10.8% 14 1.0 160, 161
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The single-passage inlets in both the approach and takeoff configurations had higher total pres-
sure recovery than the multipassage inlets. The distortion values for the multipassage inlets at choke
for the approach configuration were higher than for the single-passage model. The takeoff models
showed the opposite trend.
5.5.1.5 Fan Operation With Sonic Inlets
Figure 162 shows the operating line for two sonic inlets superimposed on the baseline fan map.
These operating lines show that changes in fan operating points were very gradual even after the inlet
choke point, where the recovery versus throat Mach number took a vertical drop. The choke points
are shown for each test run. The radial vane inlet in the approach configuration showed a gradual
ascendance to the stall line; however, the highest test points were of unrealistically low recovery
points for real inlet-engine operation. All other operating lines exhibited a near-normal operating line
representative of constant exhaust nozzle area setting with conventional inlets.
Figure 163 shows stall line changes due to flow distortion created by two sonic inlets. The radial
vane inlet showed no effect on the fan stall line, but the centerbody inlet reduced the stall margin by
a small amount. This difference between the two different inlets could be attributed to the difference
in radial flow distortion created by the inlets.
5.5.2 Acoustic Performance Comparisons
In this section, all the inlets tested are compared in approach and takeoff configuration. The
500-ft sideline PNL reduction from baseline at 500 from inlet centerline is plotted against normalized
throat Mach number, inlet recovery, and fan face distortion.
5.5.2.1 Approach Configurations
Single-passage inlets. -Figure 164 shows the PNL reduction from baseline versus normalized
throat Mach number for the three types of single-passage inlets. The L/D = 1 inlet was better than the
L/D = 1.3 centerbody inlet over the whole range of Mach numbers. It was also better than the con-
tracting cowl inlet at a high throat Mach number (M = 0.85).
Figure 165 shows PNL reduction versus inlet recovery. Figure 166 shows PNL reduction versus
percent fan face distortion. It can be seen that the model 4 inlet had better or equal recovery and dis-
tortion than the two others up to 25 PNdB reduction. Table 9 summarizes the normalized throat
Mach number, inlet recovery, and fan face distortion for 25 PNdB noise reduction.
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TABLE 9.-ACOUSTIC PERFORMA NCE-SINGL E-PASSA GE INL ETS (APPROA CH)
Model no. PNdB MN Recovery Distortion
1 25 1.0 0.978 7.6%
3 25 1.0 0.974 8.7%
4 25 0.915 0.975 9.8%
Multipassage inlets. -Figure 167 shows PNL reduction versus normalized throat Mach number for
the radial vane inlet fitted with a long bellmouth (model 5A), a short bellmouth (model 5B), and the
double-articulated inlet.
Figure 168 shows PNL reduction versus recovery and figure 169 shows PNL reduction versus fan
face distortion for these same three inlets. The model 5B inlet (radial vane with short bellmouth)
showed better noise reduction than the two other inlets when compared on the basis of throat Mach
number. Table 10 summarizes the normalized throat Mach number, inlet recovery, and fan face distor-
tion for the 25-PNdB reduction target.
TABLE 10.-ACOUSTIC PERFORMANCE-MUL TIPASSA GE INLETS (APPROA CH)
Model no. PNdB MN Recovery Distortion
5A 25 1.00 0.92 6.2%
5B 25 0.975 0.913 13.8%
6 25 1.00 0.910 2.3%
Acoustically treated inlets. -Figure 170 shows PNL reduction from baseline versus normalized
throat Mach number for the three lined inlet tests and for the untreated version (model 3). It can be
seen that model 3C (lining in diffuser section only) resulted in a noise level 0 to 7 PNdB lower than
the unlined model for Mach 0.5 to 0.8. The gain was due to lining effect. At throat Mach numbers
from 0.8 to 1.0, the lining allowed for a 0.05 throat Mach number reduction for the same noise as
compared with the unlined case.
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5.5.2.2 Takeoff Configurations
Single-passage inlets. -Figure 171 shows PNL reduction from baseline versus normalized throat
Mach number for the model 2, 3, and 4 inlets. Figure 172 shows PNL reduction versus recovery and
figure 173 shows PNL reduction versus fan face distortion for the same three inlets. Model 4 (center-
body, L/D = 1.0, with short bellmouth) was consistently better than the two other inlets. Table 11
summarizes the normalized throat Mach number, inlet recovery, and fan face distortion for the
25-PNdB reduction target.
TABLE 11.-ACOUSTIC PERFORMANCE-SINGLE-PASSAGE INLETS (TAKEOFF)
Model no. PNdB MN Recovery Distortion
2 25 0.91 0.988 7.5%
3 25 0.85 0.991 8.8%
4 25 0.795 0.992 5.1%
Multipassage inlets. -Figure 174 shows the PNL reduction from baseline versus normalized throat
Mach number for model 5B. This inlet configuration was the original radial vane inlet with the vanes
removed to simulate takeoff configuration. Figure 175 shows the PNL reduction versus recovery and
figure 176 shows PNL reduction versus fan face distortion for the same inlet.
Table 12 summarizes the normalized throat Mach number, inlet recovery, and fan face distortion
obtained from the curve for the 25-PNdB reduction target.
TABLE 12.-ACOUSTIC PERFORMANCE-MUL TIPASSAGE INLETS (TAKEOFF)
Model no. PNdB MN Recovery Distortion
5B ' 25 0.65 0.992 6.4%
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5.5.2.3 Final Configurations
PNL reduction from baseline is plotted versus normalized throat Mach number (fig. 177), versus
inlet recovery (fig. 178), and versus fan face distortion (fig. 179) for the two final inlet configurations
in approach condition. The two inlets showed very comparable noise reduction characteristics versus
Mach number. When compared on the basis of inlet recovery and percent fan face distortion, the
centerbody inlet concept showed a definite advantage over the radial vane concept. The same two
inlets were compared on the basis of PNL reduction versus normalized throat Mach number (fig. 180),
versus inlet recovery (fig. 181), and versus fan face distortion (fig. 182) in takeoff configuration. Here
the centerbody inlet showed a better noise reduction versus Mach number, comparable noise reduc-
tion performance versus inlet recovery, and better PNL reduction versus fan face distortion.
Table 13 summarizes the characteristics of both inlets for the 25-PNdB reduction target.
TABLE 13.-ACOUSTIC PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
Inlet PNL Normalized Inlet Fan face
concept Model no. /D reduction Mach no. recovery distortion
Centerbody 4 1.0 25 0.97 0.967 7.8%
Radial vane 5B 1.0 25 0.97 0.911 13.6%
Centerbody 4 1.0 25 0.795 0.992 5.2%
Radial vane 5B 1.0 25 0.865 0.992 6.4%
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS
Results of this program lead to the following conclusions:
* A sonic inlet can be designed to produce inlet noise reduction in the range of 25 to 30
PNdB with less than 3% inlet recovery loss on approach and less than 1% in takeoff and
cruise operation. Inlet flow distortion effects remain within acceptable limits for satisfac-
tory engine inlet compatibility.
* Inlet noise reduction in excess of 40 PNdB is possible by sonic inlets with increased perfor-
mance loss.
* Single-passage inlets are superior in terms of inlet recovery to multipassage inlets. The trend
in terms of total pressure distortion is reversed.
* It has been demonstrated that, using the latest available design technology, sonic inlets can
be designed within an L/D limit of unity consistent with the objective of this program.
* Increasing the inlet throat Mach number from about 0.5 to 1.0, resulted in an increasing
noise attenuation at blade passing frequency.
* The rate of decay of the blade passing tone was found to be less on the centerline than near
the outer wall. This was attributed to the radial Mach number gradient in the throat area.
* The multiple pure tone ("buss-saw") noise, which was only observed at fan blade speeds
above the sonic velocity, did not propagate through the inlet throat plane.
* No evidence was found of noise leakage at blade passing frequency through the inlet throat
boundary layer.
* No significant noise generation by the sonic plane was observed.
* Spectral comparison of the noise for the baseline and sonic inlet indicated that attenuation
effectiveness is to some extent a function of frequency. Pure tones of high frequency and
high-frequency broadband noise are more effectively attenuated than low-frequency noise.
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* Noise directivity measurements taken in the acoustic chamber, with adequate inlet sidewall
insulation and other noise sources minimized, indicate that the noise is effectively reduced
at all angles in the forward arc.
This program has demonstrated significant improvement over earlier programs in both acoustic
and aerodynamic performance for sonic or high Mach number inlets. Because of this, it is believed
that sonic inlet technology can be applied in a wide variety of applications in aircraft inlet noise re-
duction. Other gas turbine engine installations may also benefit from the technology and performance
potential demonstrated in this program for sonic inlets.
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Single-Passage Configurations
a) Contracting cowl wall
b) Translating centerbody
c) Double-articulating vanes
d) Radial vanes
Multipassage Configurations
FIGURE 14.-INLET TEST CONFIGURA TIONS-APPROACH MODE
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Translating Centerbody
Design Consideration
See figure A-11, volume II
Lines Good area progression profile with maximum cowl wall diffusion angle of 7.50and L/D of 1.4;
external lines not affected
Structure Conventional skin and frame outer cowl with centerbody support integrated with engine inlet
guide vane design
Basic design Mechanism Actuator-driven centerbody translating on slide blocks and tracks
Seals Static seals only
Range of application Larger area changes can be achieved at the expense of increased inlet length and/or diffusion
angle
Power source Engine bleed air for two-position pneumatic system; hydraulic for multiple position
Type of actuation Pneumatic piston for two position; hydraulic piston for multiple position
Actuation Load and stroke Load =z3500 Ib; stroke = 27.0 in.
Synchronization None required
Failsafe potential Careful venting of plug and/or locking devices required to counteract adverse pressure loads
Two position Electrical signal to air control valve
Multiple position Electronic input to electromechanical N P
transfer valve nulled by linearly vari- 2 2
Control able differential transducer position Electronicsfeedback with position selected as a
function of engine rpm and total
pressure at the fan face TV DT
* Actuator
Basic cowl 174.0
Translating centerbody 55.0
IGV modification 34.0
Centerbody support structure 89.0 Comparative weight of 707-320BActuation and control 22.0
Weight estimate (Ib) Anti-icing system 65.0 nonsonic inlet = 220 Ib (scaled)
Total inlet 439.0
Engine penalty 40.0
Total 479.0
Smoothness Imperfections limited to joint between centerbody and support structure
Bird strike Hazard no greater than current inlets
Anti-icing system Outer cowl leading edge comparable to existing inlets; telescopic routing to centerbody
leading edge required
Acoustic treatment Wall treatment more effective
FIGURE 15.-EVALUA TION CHART-SINGLE THROA T SONIC INLETS
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Variable Cowl Wall
Design Consideration
. inlet
See figure A-12, volume II
Lines Good area progression profile at cruise; 1 1diffusion angle during approach; L/D = 1.35
Structure Conventional skin and frame outer surface with combination closure pan and leaf support
beams on inner surface
Basic design Mechanism Eight sets of two leaves with link connected to track-mounted unison ring or driven by individual
actuators; option: replace eight sets of two leaves with eight leaves with controlled flexure for
throat variation
Seals Approximately 700 in. of leaf edge requires variable degree of sealing
Range of application Has advantage of maximum area change with minimum diameter change at outer surface
Power source Engine bleed air for two-position pneumatic system; hydraulics for multiple position
Type of actuation Four ball screws, gear box driven from air motor, driving unison ring or eight individual actuators
Actuation Load and stroke Load 20,000 Ib; stroke = 5.4 in.
Synchronization Flex shaft between gear boxes for unison ring drive or common input to transfer valves on
independent actuators having linearly variable differential transducer position feedback
Failsafe potential Pressure loads are adverse
Two position Electrical signal to air control valve
Multiple position Electronic input to electromechanical N
transfer valves nulled by linearly vari- 2
able differential transducer position Electronics P2Control feedback with position selected as a
function of engine rpm and total
inlet pressure at the fan face Other actuators
TV LVDT
Actuator
Basic cowl 168.0
Nose dome 10.0
Variable leaves 104.0
Actuation and control 105.0 Comparative weight of 707-320B
Weight estimate (Ib) Anti-icing system 56.0 nonsonic inlet = 220 Ib (scaled)
Total inlet 443.0
Engine penalty 41.0
Total 484.0
Leaf support beams protrude into airstream during cruise;Smoothness longitudinal and circumferential joints around leaves;
variable gap in surface continuity at aft end of leaves 0.06
*Approach ; 0.80; cruise = 0.02
Bird strike Leaf damage could cause failures that result in leaf ingestion (throat variation using leaves with
controlled flexure would minimize this hazard)
Anti icing system Leading edge ant icing is readily accomplished; leaf jamming is a possibility
Acoustic treatrnent Wall treatment less effective
FIGURE 15.-Concluded
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Rotating Radial Vanes 1
Design Consideration
Cruise
Approach - _____--- inlet-
See figure A-1, volume II
Lines Good area progression, vane and actuation stowage influences shape of exterior lines; L/D = 1.05
Structure Conventional skin and frame cowl with longitudinal stiffening and support in area of vane penetration
Basic design Mechanism Actuator-driven unison ring driving links to rotating vanes
Seals 30.0 in. of seal required around each vane; relatively simple for cruise-only seal, complex otherwise
Range of application Larger area changes can be achieved by adding vanes and cowl compromise
Power source Engine bleed air for two-position; pneumatic system hydraulic pump for multiple position
Type of actuation Pneumatic or hydraulic piston
Actuation Load and stroke Load : 2400 Ib; stroke = 8.9 in.
Synchronization Mechanical load limit or position feedback control
Failsafe potential Pressure loads tend to move vanes toward open throat position; balance point not established
Two position
Control Multiple position Electronic input to electromechanical transfer valve nulled by a linearly variable differential transducer
position feedback with position selected as a function of engine rpm and total pressure at the fan face
Basic cowl 236.0
Nose dome 10.0
Radial vanes 74.0
Weight estimate 4lb) Actuation and control 96.0
Anti-icing system 78.0
Total inlet 494.0
Engine penalty 48.0
Total 542.0
Smoothness Exposed slots in cowl wall during approach (can be minimized or eliminated with added complexity)
Bird strike Shock-absorbing linkage or beef-up required
Anti-icing system Complicated multiple routing to vanes
Leakage Minimum at cruise: a concern in other positions
Angle-of-attack Comparable to current inlets
sensitivity
Performance Distortion Radial wakes (circumferential distortion)
concerns Diffusion angle 7.50 (good)
Vane airfoil T/C = 0.14; taper ratio = 6/1 (add vanes to decrease) (T/C = thickness/chord)
Flow passage Mach
no. mismatch
Cruise flow restrictions Vanes protrude in flow path
Acoustic potential Has potential of flow choking and lining of vanes and cowl wall
FIGURE 16.-EVALUATION CHART-MUL TIPLE THROA TSONIC INLETS
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Translating Parallel Vanes 2
S Cruise
Design Consideration
Approach lc;
SC -- inlet-
See figure A-2, volume II
Lines Vane support and actuation could influence shape of external lines; L/D 1.1
Structure Conventional skin and frame cowl with longitudinal bridging in area of vane penetration
Basic design Mechanism Vanes attached to actuator-driven unison ring
Seals Difficult and complex seal design required for vane penetration slot closure
Range of application Limited by the amount of diffuser expansion possible for vane stowage; diffusion angle or inlet
length and vane translation would increase
Power source Same as
Type of actuation Same as 1
Actuation Load and stroke Load = 800 Ib; stroke = 22.4 in.
Synchronization Same as (1)
Failsafe potential Friction forces will probably counteract pressure forces, and vanes will remain in position last
called for if actuation fails
Control Two position
Multiple position Same as 1
Basic cowl 184.0
Nose dome 10.0
Vanes 43.0
Weight estimate (Ib) Actuation and control 58.0
Anti-icing system 59.0
Total inlet 390.0
Engine penalty 37.0
Total 427.0
Smoothness Open slots in cowl wall during approach; smoothness at cruise will be a function of how well a
difficult seal design problem is resolved
Bird strike Shock-absorbing support plus vane beef-up required
Anti-icing system Complicated routing to multiple translating vanes
Leakage - Function of seal design at cruise; concern in other positions
Angle-of-attack Same as
sensitivity
Performance Pressure recovery Same as (1
concerns Distortion Complicated distortion pattern
Diffusion angle Same as 1)
Vane airfoil T/C = 0.167
Flow passage Mach Vanes adjacent to cowl could be a problem
no. mismatch
Cruise flow restrictions Stowed vanes create a second throat
Acoustic potential Same as
FIGURE 16.-Continued
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Translating Radial Vanes 3
Translating ring Translating ring
and vanes (approach) and vanes (cruise)
Design Consideration
Fixed
vanes
- -C. cinlet
See figure A-3, volume II
Lines External lines could be affected as in (2); L/D = 1.1
Structure Same as (2
Basic design Mechanism Same as (2
Seals Vane penetration sealing similar to 2); not quite as difficult
Range of application Same limitations as 2
Power source Same as 1
Type of actuation Same as (1
Actuation Load and stroke Load 600 Ib; stroke = 10.0 in.
Synchronization Same as (1
Failsafe potential Same as (2
Control Two position
Multiple position Same as 1)
Basic cowl 248.0
Nose dome 12.0
Radial vanes 67.0
Weight estimate (Ib) Actuation and control 60.0
Anti-icing system 64.0
Total inlet 451.0
Engine penalty 45.0
Total 496.0
Smoothness Same as
Bird strike Same as 2
Anti-icing system Same as
Leakage Similar to 2
Angle-of-attack
sensitivity Same as
Performance Pressure recovery Same as (1
concerns Distortion Same as (
Diffusion angle Same as 1
Vane airfoil T/C = 0.16
Flow passage Mach Same as
no. mismatch Same as
Cruise flow restrictions Same as 2)
Acoustic potential Same as CD
FIGURE 16.-Continued
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Expanding Radial Vanes 4
Design Consideration, Cruise
vane (expand
for approach)
-
inlet
See figure A-4, volume II
Lines Good area progression; L/D = 1.2
Structure Conventional skin and frame cowl
Basic design Mechanism Vane panels hinged for expansion and spring loaded to the collapsed cruise position
Seals Required at vane ends
Range of application Same limitations as 2
Power source Engine bleed air
Type of actuation Pneumatic diaphrams and spring returns
Actuation Load and stroke Load z 450 Ib vane; stroke = 1.6 in.
Synchronization None; vane expansion will vary with ability to provide uniform airflow
Failsafe potential Vanes go to cruise position with loss of pneumatic power
Control Two position Electrical signal to air valve
Multiple position No positive way to control
Basic cowl 186.0
Nose dome 17.0
Radial vanes and
Weight estimate (Ib) actuation and control 110.0
Anti-icing system 66.0
Total inlet 379.0
Engine penalty 34.0
Total 413.0
Smoothness Depression in vane cross section at cruise
Bird strike Can be handled structurally
Anti-icing system Can be accomplished with fixed plumbing
Leakage Not as big a problem as ( , , and
Angle-of-attack Same as
sensitivity Same as (D
Pressure recovery Same as 1
Performance Distortion Same as 1
concerns Diffusion angle Same as 1
Vane airfoil Cruise T/C = 0.073; approach T/C = 0.185
Flow passage Mach Same as
no. mismatch Sameas
Cruise flow restrictions Less restriction than 1 2 and 3
Acoustic potential Acoustic material on vanes would have less area and be less effective than , and 3
FIGURE 16.-Continued
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Translating Radial Vane and Centerbody (5
Centerbody
Fixed vane
cowl vane -,,,
Design Consideration '
Approach
Cruise
See figure A-5, volume I I
Lines Good area progression; L/D = 1.07
Structure Conventional skin and frame outer cowl with centerbody supported by IGVs or struts
Basic design Mechanism Actuator-driven centerbody translating on slide blocks and tracks
Seals None required
Range of application Same limitations as 2)
Power source Same as (1
Type of actuation Same as 1
Actuation Load and stroke Load 2 3500 Ib; stroke = 20.0 in.
Synchronization None required (single actuator)
Failsafe potential Plug venting or locking devices required to counteract adverse pressure loads
Two position
Multiple position Same as (
Basic cowl 140.0
Translating centerbody 38.0
IGV modification or
centerbody 34.0
Support struts centerbody
Weight estimate (Ib) support structure 69.0
Vanes 88.0
Actuation and control 20.0
Anti-icing system 75.0
Total inlet 464.0
Engine penalty 32.0
Total 496.0
Smoothness No surface roughness anticipated
Bird strike Can be handled structurally
Anti-icing system Outer cowl leading edge comparable to existing inlets; telescopic routing to centerbody and
vane leading edges required
Leakage Not a problem
Angle-of-attack
sensitivity Centerbody extension at approach could create adverse flow conditions
Pressure recovery Same as 1
Performance Distortion Same as W
concerns Diffusion angle Same as 1
Vane airfoll Maximum T/C = 0.09
Flow passage Mach
no. mismatch Diffusion angles differ on sides of flow passages at approach
Cruise flow restrictions Stowed vanes disrupt diffusion
Acoustic potential Same as 0 plus centerbody lining is also possible
FIGURE 16.-Continued
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Translating Ring (6
Approach
Cruise
Design Consideration - T )
- inlet
See figure A-7, volume II
Lines Achievement of good area progression is complicated by shape and position of ring; L/Dcowl = 0.75,
L/Dring = 1.14
Structure Conventional skin and frame outer cowl with centerbody and ring supported by IGVs or struts
Basic design Mechanism Actuator-driven centerbody translating on slide block and tracks
Seals None required
Range of application Larger area changes can be achieved by increased ring size and cowl length
Power source Same as 1
Type of actuation Same as 1
Actuation Load and stroke Load = 2000 Ib; stroke = 21.3 in.
Synchronization Same as (5)
Failsafe potential Will probably stay in last position called for if actuator fails
Control Two-position
Multiple position Same as
Basic cowl 91.0
Translating ring 50.0
Fixed centerbody 66.0
Ring support 33.0
Weight estimate (Ib) IGV modification or struts 34.0
Actuation and control 20.0
Anti-icing system 75.0
Total inlet 369.0
Engine penalty 30.0
Total 399.0
Smoothness No major surface roughness anticipated
Bird strike Can be handled structurally
Anti-icing system Outer cowl comparable to existing inlets; telescopic routing to translating centerbody and ring required
Leakage Not a problem
Angle-of-attack Could be a major problemsensitivity
Pressure recovery Same as (1)
Performance Distortion Circumferential wake (radial distortion)
concerns Diffusion angle 5.50
Vane airfoil NACA 64-415
Flow passage Mach
no. mismatch Positioning ring to match exit Mach numbers from flow passages at both cruise and approach will be aproblem
Cruise flow restrictions Ring and support struts In freestream
Acoustic potential Has potential for choking plus acoustic material on ring, cowl, and centerbody
FIGURE 16.-Continued
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Translating Ring and Centerbody 7
Cruise
Approach
Design Consideration
--
in let
See figure A-8, volume II
Lines Same as 6 except L/D = 0.95
Structure Conventional skin and frame outer cowl with centerbody supported by IGVs or struts
Basic design Mechanism Same as (6
Seals None required
Range of application Larger area changes possible by increasing cowl length and translation
Power source Same as 0) and (
Type of actuation Same as 1 and 6
Actuation Load and stroke Load - 3500 Ib; stroke = 21.8 in.
Synchronization Same as (5)
Failsafe potential Same as
Two position
Control Multiple position Same as 1
Basic cowl 126.0
Translating centerbody 55.0
IGV modification or
support struts 34.0
Weight estimate (Ib) Centerbody support structure 70.0
Actuation and control 22.0
Anti-icing system 65.0
Total inlet 387.0
Engine penalty 20.0
Total 407.0
Smoothness Same as 6(
Bird strike Same as (n
Anti-icing system Same as 6
Leakage Not a problem
sensitivity Less cause for concern than
Pressure recovery Same as ( 1 )
Performance Distortion Same as (6
concerns Diffusion angle 9.50
Vane airfoil T/C 0.08
no. mismatch Similar problem but to a lesser degree than
Cruise flow restrictions Ring and support struts in diffuser
Acoustic potential Same as (6
FIGURE 16.-Continued
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Variable Inlet Guide Vanes
Straightening
Design Consideration
Turn and choke
vane
- inlet-
(No layout)
Lines Comparable to current inlets; L/D = 0.94
Structure Conventional skin and frame outer cowl with engine case and shaft extended for vane support
Basic design Mechanism Actuator-driven unison ring that rotates around engine driving links that rotate vanes
Seals 72 rotary seals required as configured
Range of application A Mach 0.80 throat requires close to limit vane turning of 400
Power source Same as ()
Type of actuation Same as 1
Actuation Load and stroke Load - 1500 Ib; stroke = 2.04 in.
Synchronization Same as (5
Failsafe potential Vane pivot points should be forward of center of pressure for vanes to trail in failsafe position
(see detail I on LO-INSP-014)
Two position
Multiple position Same as
Basic cowl 111.0
Engine case extension 49.0
IGVs 230.0
Vane support hub 19.0
Weight estimate (Ib) Shaft extension and spinner 15.0
Actuation and control 54.0
Anti-icing system 56.0
Total inlet 535.0
Engine penalty 12.0
Total 547.0
Smoothness Surface imperfections will occur at vane ends due to rotation within curved surfaces
Bird strike Bird strike with vanes at 40 0 rotation could be difficult to handle
Anti-icing system Outer cowl comparable to existing inlets; vane leading edge requires multiple complex routing
Leakage Not a problem
Angle-of-attack
sensitivity Comparable to current inlets
Pressure recovery Unknown
Performance Distortion Same as 1
concerns Diffusion angle 7.70
Vane airfoil T/C = 0.087
Flow passage Mach
no. mismatch Not a problem from an area standpoint
Cruise flow restrictions IGVs in diffuser
Acoustic potential Same as @
FIGURE 16.-Concluded
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Common exhaust inlet
with silencer and air filter
(through roof) Acoustical doors
Oil
system
12-in. 12-in. Rig
fan rig fan rig support
Rig support area area
Equipment support area
Forward are mode Rear
arc mode
Q Microphone booms,
12-ft. radius
Anechoic chamber
Control room
20-ft scale Fan inlet/exhaust silencer with
filter (stack through roof)
FIGURE 17.-ACOUSTIC TEST FACILITY-12.-IN. FAN
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Outer casing support vanes
Stators and location (optional) Translating cone
Instrumentation ring and 
Rig support housing
probe actuator mounts
SDriveturbine
location
Fan inlet
12-in. fan rotor
Fan exhaust
Inlet guide vanes and location (optional)
FIGURE 18.-FORWARD ARC NOISE MODE-12-IN. FAN
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Point
Sym No. Recovery Distortion L MN
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FIGURE 27.-COWL SURFACE MACH NUMBER DISTRIBUTION-RUN 2, MODEL 1
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FIGURE 28.-COWL SURFACE MACH NUMBER DISTRIBUTION- RUN 6, MODEL 4
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FIGURE 29.-MODEL SURFACE MACH NUMBER DISTRIBUTION-RUN 11, MODEL 4
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Total pressure recovery
Point 2.001 Point 2.002 Point 2.003 Point 2.004Rec 0.996 Rec 0.994 Rec 0.990 Rec 0.985Dist 0.0271 Dist 0.0262 Dist 0.0435 Dist 0.0589
FN 0.517 MN 0.667 rN 0.798 MN 0.860
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Total pressure recovery
Point 2.005 Point 2.006 Point 2.007
Rec 0.974 Rec 0.959 Rec 0.952
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rN  1.000 IN 0.972 MN 0.951
FIGURE 30.-RECOVERY PROFILES-RUN 2, MODEL 1
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Total pressure recovery
Point 4.006 Point 4.007 Point 4.009 Point 4.010
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Total pressure recovery
Point 4.011 Point 4.012 Point 4.015
Rec 0.984 Rec 0.980 Rec 0.966
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FIGURE 31.-RECO VERY PROFILES-RUN 4, MODEL 3
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Total pressure recovery
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Total pressure recovery
Point 6.004 Point 6.005 Point 6.008
Rec 0.985 Rec 0.968 Rec 0.900
Dist 0.0548 Dist 0.0878 Dist 0.1378
MN 0.894 MN 0.923 MN 0.898
FIGURE 32.-RECOVERY PROFILES-RUN 6, MODEL 4
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FIGURE 33.-RECOVERY PROFILES-RUN 11, MODEL 4
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Symbol Run no. Rec. Dist. MT MT
O 12.001 0.993 0.019 0.465 0.490
A 12.003 0.996 0.036 0.690 0.760
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FIGURE 3Z-MODEL SURFACE MACH NUMBER
DISTRIBUTION-RUN 12, MODEL 4
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6 Cowl
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enterbody
2 o I
.9 1.0 .9 1.0 9 1.0
Total pressure recoveryPoint 3.001 Point 3.002 Point 3.003
Rec 0.997 Rec 0.996 Rec 0.994
Dist 0.0301 Dist 0.0361 Dist 0.0453
N 0.515 MN 0.615 DN 0.725
6
5
4
-LL
3
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.8 .9 1.0 .8 .9 1.0
Total pressure recovery
Point 3.004 Point 3.005
Rec 0.990 Rec 0.986
Dist 0.0677 Dist 0.0943
MN 0.863 MN 1.00
FIGURE 38.-RECOVERY PROFILES-RUN 3, MODEL 2
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Total pressure recovery
Point 5.001 Point 5.002 Point 5.003 Point 5.004
Rec 0.995 Rec 0.993 Rec 0.992 Rec 0.989
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Total pressure recovery
Point 5.005 Point 5.006 Point 5.007
Rec 0.989 Rec 0.985 Rec 0.970
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MN 0.937 IN 1.00 MN 1.00
FIGURE 39.-RECOVERY PROFILES-RUN 5, MODEL 3
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Total pressure recovery
Point 12.001 Point 12.002 Point 12.003 Point 12.004 Point 12.005
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Total pressure recovery
Point 12.006 Point 12.007 Point 12.008
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MN 0.810 MN 0.875 MN 1.00
FIGURE 40.-RECOVERY PROFILES-RUN 12, MODEL 4
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FIGURE 41.-INLET RECOVERY COMPARISON BETWEEN TWO TYPES OF
BELLMOUTH AND FLIGHT LIP
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FIGURE 42.-SPL DIRECTIVITY AND SPECTRUM (APPROACH),
MODEL DATA-RUN 1, MODEL 0
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FIGURE 43.-SPL DIRECTIVITY AND SPECTRUM (APPROACH),
MODEL DATA-RUN 2, MODEL 1
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FIGURE 44.-SPL DIRECTI VITY AND SPECTRUM (APPROACH),
MODEL DATA-RUN 4, MODEL 3
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FIGURE 45.-SPL DIRECTI VITY AND SPECTRUM (APPROACH),
MODEL DATA-RUN 101, MODEL 3A
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FIGURE 46.-SPL DIRECTI VI TY AND SPECTRUM (APPROACH),
MODEL DA TA-RUN 102, MODEL 3B
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FIGURE 47.-SPL DIRECTI VITY AND SPECTRUM (APPROACH),
MODEL DA TA-RUN 10, MODEL 3C
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FIGURE 48.-SPL DIRECTI VITY AND SPECTRUM (APPROACH),
MODEL DA TA-RUN 6, MODEL 4
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FIGURE 49.-SPL DIRECTIVITY AND SPECTRUM (APPROACH),
MODEL DATA-RUN 8, MODEL 4
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FIGURE 50.-SPL DIRECTI VITY AND SPECTRUM (APPROACH),
MODEL DATA-RUN 11, MODEL 4
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FIGURE 51.-SPL DIRECTIVITY AND SPECTRUM (APPROACH),
MODEL DATA-RUN 7, MODEL 5A
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FIGURE 52.-SPL DIRECTIVITY AND SPECTRUM (APPROACH),
MODEL DATA-RUN 13, MODEL 5B
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FIGURE 53.-SPL DIRECT/VITY AND SPECTRUM (APPROACH),
MODEL DA TA-RUN 9, MODEL 6
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FIGURE 54. -SPL DIRECTI VI TY A ND SPECTRUM (TAKEOFF),
MODEL DA TA-RUN 1, MODEL 0
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FIGURE 55.-SPL DIRECTI VITY AND SPECTRUM (TAKEOFF),
MODEL DA TA-RUN 3, MODEL 2
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FIGURE 56.-SPL DIRECTI VI TY AND SPECTRUM (TAKEOFF),
MODEL DATA-RUN 5, MODEL 3
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FIGURE 57.-SPL DIRECTI VI TY A ND SPECTRUM (TAKEOFF),
MODEL DA TA-RUN 12, MODEL 4
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FIGURE 58.-SPL DIRECTIVITY AND SPECTRUM (TAKEOFF),
MODEL DATA-RUN 14, MODEL 5B
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FIGURE 59.-SPL DIRECTI VI TY A ND SPECTRUM (APPROACH),
SCALED-UP DA TA-RUN 1, MODEL 0
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FIGURE 60.-SPL DIRECTI VITY AND SPECTRUM (APPROACH),
SCALED-UP DA TA-RUN 2, MODEL 1
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FIGURE 61.-SPL DIRECTI VITY AND SPECTRUM (APPROACH),
SCALED-UP DA TA-RUN 4, MODEL 3
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FIGURE 62.-SPL DIRECTI VI TY AND SPECTRUM (APPROACH),
SCALED-UP DATA-RUN 101, MODEL 3A
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FIGURE 63.-SPL DIRECTI VITY AND SPECTRUM (APPROACH),
SCALED-UP DA TA-RUN 102, MODEL 3B
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FIGURE 64.-SPL DIRECTI Vl TY AND SPECTRUM (APPROACH),
SCALED-UP DATA- RUN 10, MODEL 3C
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FIGURE 65.-SPL DIRECTI VITY AND SPECTRUM (APPROACH),
SCALED-UP DA TA-RUN 6, MODEL 4
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FIGURE 66.-SPL DIRECTI VITY AND SPECTRUM (APPROACH),
SCALED-UP DA TA-RUN 8, MODEL 4
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FIGURE 67.-SPL DIRECTIVITY AND SPECTRUM (APPROACH),
SCALED-UP DATA-RUN 11, MODEL 4
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FIGURE 68.-SPL DIRECTI VITY AND SPECTRUM (APPROACH),
SCALED-UP DA TA-RUN 7, MODEL 5A
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FIGURE 69.-SPL DIRECTI VI TY AND SPECTRUM (APPROACH),
SCALED-UP DA TA-RUN 13, MODEL 5B
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FIGURE 70.-SPL DIRECTIVITY AND SPECTRUM (APPROACH),
SCALED-UP DA TA-RUN 9, MODEL 6
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FIGURE 71.-SPL DIRECTIVITY AND SPECTRUM (TAKEOFF),
SCALED-UP DA TA-RUN 1, MODEL 0
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F/GURE 72.-SPL DIRECTI VITY AND SPECTRUM (TAKEOFF),
SCALED-UP DA TA-RUN 3, MODEL 2
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FIGURE 73.-SPL DIRECTI VITY AND SPECTRUM (TAKEOFF),
SCALED-UP DA TA-RUN 5, MODEL 3
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FIGURE 74.-SPL DIRECTI VI TY AND SPECTRUM (TAKEOFF),
SCALED-UP DA TA-RUN 12, MODEL 4
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FIGURE 75.-SPL DIRECTIVITY AND SPECTRUM (TAKEOFF),
SCALED-UP DA TA-RUN 14, MODEL 5B
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FIGURE 76.-PNL DIRECTIVITY (APPROACH), SCALED-UP DA TA-RUN 1, MODEL 0
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FIGURE 77.-PNL DIRECTIVITY (APPROACH), SCALED-UP DA TA-RUN 2, MODEL 1
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FIGURE 78.-PNL DIRECTIVITY (APPROACH), SCALED-UP DA TA-RUN 4, MODEL 3
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FIGURE 79.-PNL DIRECTIVITY (APPROACH),
SCALED-UP DA TA-RUN 101, MODEL 3A
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FIGURE 80.-PNL DIRECTIVITY (APPROACH, SCALED-UP DA TA-RUN 102, MODEL 3B
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FIGURE 81.-PNL DIRECTIVITY (APPROACH), SCALED-UP DATA-RUN 10, MODEL 3C
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FIGURE 82.-PNL DIRECTI VITY (APPROACH), SCALED-UP DA TA-RUN 6, MODEL 4
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FIGURE 83.-PNL DIRECTI VITY (APPROACH), SCALED-UP DA TA-RUN 8, MODEL 4
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FIGURE 84.-PNL DIRECTIVITY (APPROACH), SCALED-UP DATA-RUN 11, MODEL 4
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FIGURE 85.-PNL DIRECTIVITY (APPROACH), SCALED-UP DATA-RUN 7, MODEL 5
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FIGURE 86.-PNL DIRECTI VITY (APPROACH), SCALED-UP DA TA-RUN 13, MODEL 5B
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FIGURE 87.-PNL DIRECTIVITY (APPROACH, SCALED-UP DA TA-RUN 9, MODEL 6
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FIGURE 88.-PNL DIRECTIVITY (TAKEOFF), SCALED-UP DATA-RUN 1, MODEL 0
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FIGURE 89.-PNL DIRECTI VITY (TAKEOFF), SCALED-UP DA TA-RUN 3, MODEL 2
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FIGURE 90.-PNL DIRECTI VITY (TAKEOFF), SCALED-UP DA TA-RUN 5, MODEL 3
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FIGURE 91.-PNL DIRECTI VITY (TAKEOFF), SCALED-UP DA TA-RUN 12, MODEL 4
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FIGURE 92.-PNL DIRECTIVITY (TAKEOFF), SCALED-UP
DATA-RUN 14, MODEL 5B
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FIGURE 93.-PNL VS FAN RPM (APPROACH AND TAKEOFF),
SCALED-UP DA TA-RUN 1, MODEL 0
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FIGURE 95.-PNL VS FAN RPM AND PNL REDUCTION VS THROAT MACH
NUMBER (APPROACH), SCALED-UP DATA-RUN 4, MODEL 3
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FIGURE 96.-PNL VS FAN RPM AND PNL REDUCTION VS THROA T MACH
NUMBER (APPROACH), SCALED-UP DA TA-RUN 6, MODEL 4
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FIGURE 97.-PNL VS FAN RPM AND PNL REDUCTION VS THROA T MACHNUMBER( PP OA CH, SCALED-UP DATA-RUN 8, MODEL 4
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FIGURE 98.-PNL VS FAN RPM AND PNL REDUCTION VS THROAT MACH
NUMBER (APPROACH), SCALED-UP DATA-RUN 11, MODEL 4
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FIGURE 99.-PNL VS FANV RPM AND PNL REDUCTION VS THROAT MACH
NUMBER (TAKEOFF), SCALED-UP DATA-RUN 3, MODEL 2
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FIGURE 100.-PNL VS FAN RPM AND PNL REDUCTION VS THROAT MACH
NUMBER (TAKEOFF), SCALED-UP DA TA-RUN 5, MODEL 3
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FIGURE O10.-PNL VS FAN RPM AND PNL REDUCTION VS THROAT MACH NUMBER
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FIGURE 102.-BELLMOUTH NOISE PERFORMANCE, SINGLE-PASSAGE INLETS-MODEL 4
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FIGURE 103.-RECOVERY AND DISTORTION VS THROAT MACH
NUMBER-RUN 7, MODEL 5A
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FIGURE 104.-RECOVERY AND DISTORTION VS THROA T
MACH NUMBER-RUN 9, MODEL 6
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Total pressure recovery
Point 9.007 Point 9.010 Point 9.011 Point 9.012 Point 9.013 Point 9.014Rec 0.909 Rec 0.954 Rec 0.942 Rec 0.928 Rec 0.916 Rec 0.896
Dist 0.0319 Dist 0.0063 Dist 0.0117 Dist 0.0183 Dist 0.0284 Dist 0.0234
MN 0.987 MN 0.711 MN 0.822 MN 0.942 MN 1.000 MN 0.942
FIGURE 1 10.-RECOVERY PROFILES-RUN 9, MODEL 6
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O Radial vane inlet
(run 7) ( vane wake
O Double-articulated vane inlet (run 9)
Note: Each profile is for the radius with greatest distortion for the given condition
FIGURE 11 1.-MUL TIPASSAGE INLETS- VANE WAKE TOTAL PRESSURE PROFILES
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FIGURE 112.-DOUBLE-ARTICULA TED VANE INLET-FRONT VANE
TURNING ANGLE DISTRIBUTION
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O Measured by prism probe
O Design Mach number
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static pressure probe
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FIGURE 113.-DOUBLE-ARTICULA TED VANE INLET-FRONT VANE EXIT
FLOW MACH NUMBER DISTRIBUTION
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FIGURE 114.-RECO VER Y AND DISTORTION VS THROAT
MACH NUMBER-RUN 14, MODEL 5B
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Sym Point no. Rec. Dist. MT MT
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0
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FIGURE 115.-MODEL SURFACE MACH NUMBER DISTRIBUTION-RUN 14,,
MODEL 5B
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Radial profile-average of four-arm rake at 310(typical profile)
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4
4-
3
~I ~1 ICenterbody I I I
2 .8 .. 0 .8 .9 1.0 .8 .9 1.0 .8 .9 1.0 .8 .9 1.0
Total pressure recovery
Point 14.001 Point 14.002 Point 14.003 Point 14.004 Point 14.005
Rec 0.9972 Rec 0.9946 Rec 0.9939 Rec 0.9931 Rec 0.9917
Dist 0.0198 Dist 0.0346 Dist 0.0416 Dist 0.045 Dist 0.053
MN 0.485 MN 0.670 MN 0.740 MN 0.780 MN 0.840
5
4
LL 3
2 - .8 .9 1.0 .8 .9 1.0 .8 .9 1.0 .7 .8 .9 1.0
Total pressure recovery
Point 14.006 Point 14.009 Point 14.007 Point 14.008
Rec 0.9916 Rec 0.9826 Rec 0.9676 Rec 0.9527
Dist 0.057 Dist 0.069 Dist 0.085 Dist 0.094
.N 0.890 MN 0.960 MN 0.965 MN 1.0
FIGURE 116.-RECOVERY PROFILES-RUN 14, MODEL 5B
6 Model 5A, L/D = 1.0
radial vane inlet
large bellmouth
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FIGURE 117.-PNL VS FAN RPM AND PNL REDUCTION VS THROA TMACH NUMBER
(APPROACH), SCALED-UP DATA-RUN 7, MODEL 5A
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Model 5B, L/D = 1.0
radial vane inlet
short bellmouth
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FIGURE 118.-PNL VS FAN RPM AND PNL REDUCTION VS THROA T MACH
NUMBER (APPROACH), SCALED-UP DA TA-RUN 13, MODEL 5B
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A Model 6, L/D = 1.0
double-articulated vanes
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FIGURE 119.-PNL VS FAN RPM AND PNL REDUCTION VS THROAT MACH NUMBER
(APPROACH), SCALED-UP DATA-RUN 9, MODEL 6
157
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radial vane inlet
short bellmouth
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FIGURE 120.-PNL VS FAN RPM AND PNL REDUCTION VS THROA TMACH NUMBER(TAKEOFF), SCALED-UP DA TA-RUN 14, MODEL 5B
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X = 0.067 X = 12.467 X= 15.667
X=1.967 X = 7.667 X = 9.167 Model3
geometry
13.067
Centerbody-approach configuration
Lining: 0.038 thick polyimide All dimensions in inches
over 0.10 deep honeycomb
FIGURE 121.-ACOUSTIC LINING DETAILS-MODEL 3A, L/D = 1.3
159
X = 0.067 X = 12.467 X = 15.667
X = 9.167 Model 3
geometry
X
e13.067
Centerbody-approach configuration
Lining: 0.038 thick polyimide
over 0.10 deep honeycomb All dimensions in inches
FIGURE 122.-ACOUSTIC LINING DETAILS-MODEL 3B, LID = 1.3
160
X = 8.219 X = 12.467  X 
= 15.667
X = 9.167 Model 3ge om e t ry
-X
Centerbody-approach configuration
Lining: 0.038 thick polyimide All dimensions in inches
over 0.10 deep honeycomb
FIGURE 123.-ACOUSTIC LINING DETAILS-MODEL 3C, L/D = 1.3
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FIGURE 124.-RECOVERY AND DISTORTION VS THROAT MACH
NUMBER-RUN 101, MODEL 3A
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FIGURE 125.-RECO VERY AND DISTORTION VS THROAT
MACH NUMBER-RUN 102, MODEL 3B
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FIGURE 126.-RECOVERY AND DISTORTION VS THROAT MACH
NUMBER-RUN 10, MODEL 3C
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6 Cowl
.5
S4
m 3
-LL Center-
b o d y 9 1 '
2 .8 .9 1.0 .8 .9 1.0 .8 .9 1.0 1. 0 1.0 .8 .9 1.0 .8 .9 1.0
Total pressure recovery
Point 101.001 Point 101.002 Point 101.003 Point 101.004 Point 101.005 Point 101.007
Rec 0.986 Rec 0.984 Rec 0.975 Rec 0.971 Rec 0.970 Rec 0.975
Dist 0.0629 Dist 0.0743 Dist 0.1037 Dist 0.1339 Dist 0.1280 Dist 0.1200
MN 0.531 MN 0.624 MN 0.706 MN 0.781 MN 0.789 N 0.799
.6 5
14
LL 3
.8 .9 1.0 .8 .9 1.0 .8 .9 1.0 .8 .9 1.0
Total pressure recovery
Point 101.008 Point 101.009 Point 101,010 Point 101.011.
Rec 0.974 Rec 0.967 Rec 0.972 Rec 0.963
Dist 0'1296 Dist 0.1335 Dist 0.1339 Dist 0.1412
MN 0.826 MN 0.832 MN 0.869 MN 0.899
FIGURE 127.-RECOVERY PROFILES-RUN 101, MODEL 3A
C,'
6 O
5-
S 4-
3
2
.8 .9 1.0
Total pressure recovery
Point 102.001
Rec 0.953
Dist 0.1762
MN 1.000
5
4
3
.8 .9 1.0
Total pressure recovery
Point 102.002
Rec 0.943
Dist 0.1835
MN 0.965
FIGURE 128.-RECOVERY PROFILES-RUN 102, MODEL 3B
166
Cowl
5
Translating
centerbody
approach
condition,S 4 L/D= 1.3
3
Centerbody2 
-
.8 .9 1.0 .8 .9 1.0 .8 .9 1.0
Total pressure recovery
Point 10.001 Point 10.002 Point 10.003
Rec 0.993 Rec 0.990 Rec 0.986
Dist 0.0373 Dist 0.0617 Dist 0.0781
MN 0.520 MN 0.705 MN 0.795
6
5-
2-
.8 .9 1.0 .8 .9 1.0
Total pressure recovery
Point 10.004 Point 10.005
Rec 0.980 Rec 0.964
Dist 0.1040 Dist 0.1278
MN  0.938 MN  0.976
FIGURE 129.-RECOVERY PROFILES-RUN 10, MODEL 3C
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1.0- Hardwall (no acoustic lining)
.98
0 Cowl and
centerbody lining
.96 in the diffuser
only
0 .94
Cu
Lined cowl,
.92 - centerbody
lined in the
diffuser
Lined cowl diffuser
and centerbody
.90
18
16
14
12
.N 10 Cowl and centerbody 4
0lining in the
diffuser only/ O5 8
6
4 Hardwall (no acoustic lining)
2
.4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0 1.1
Normalized throat Mach number, MN
FIGURE 130.-RECOVERY AND DISTORTION COMPARISON VS THROATMACH
NUMBER- RUNS 4, 101, 102, and 10; MODELS 3, 3A, 3B, AND 3C
168
Symbol Run no. Rec Dist MN Lining configuration
4.011 0.984 0.0752 0.905 No lining
- - 101.011 0.963 0.1412 0.899 Lined cowl and centerbody
S- 102.001 0.953 0.1762 1.000 Lined cowl, centerbody
lining in the diffuser only
......... 10.004 0.980 0.1040 0.938 Cowl and centerbody
lining in diffuser only
Cowl
............. 5.9.
Cowl
Plane midway between
fan face and throat 4
LI.
3 ........ Hub
.70 .75 .80 .85 .90 .95 1.0
Total pressure recovery
Cowl
,,
Fan face plane
0 4
Hub
.70 .75 .80 .85 .90 .95 1.0
Total pressure recovery
FIGURE 131.-RECOVERY PROFILE COMPARISON-RUNS 4, 101, 102,
AND 10; MODELS 3, 3A, 3B AND 3C
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A Model 3A, L/D = 1.3
lined centerbody inlet
large bellmouth
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FIGURE 132.-PNL VS FAN RPM AND PNL REDUCTION VS THROAT MACH NUMBER(APPROACH), SCALED-UP DA TA-RUN 101, MODEL 3A
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Model 3B, L/D = 1.3
lined centerbody inlet
large bellmouth
110
Baseline
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Fan rpm
00
LOZ
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FIGURE 133.-PNL VS FAN RPM AND PNL REDUCTION VS THROAT MACH NUMBER
(APPROACH), SCALED-UP DA TA-RUN 102, MODEL 3B
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70, [
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FIGURE 134.-PNL VS FAN RPM AND PNL REDUCTION VS THROAT MACH NUMBER
(APPROACH), SCALED-UP DA TA-RUN 10, MODEL 3C
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S4-in. dia air injection pipes
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Shop air ,
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FIGURE 135.-CROSSWIND DISTORTION SIMULA TION, TRANSLA TING
CENTERBODY (TAKEOFF)-RUN 12, LID = 1.0
173
.98
.975
Distortion = 0.026 Normalized Mach no. = 0.66Recovery = 0.993 Pipes installed
FIGURE 136.-FAN FACE TOTAL PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, MACH 0.66,NO CROSSWIND-RUN 11, MODEL 4
174
.99
.98
.97
.96
Distortion = 0.046 Normalized Mach no. = 0.66
Recovery = 0.986
FIGURE 137.-FAN FACE TOTAL PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, MACH 0.66,
100-FT/SEC CROSSWIND-RUN 11, MODEL 4
175
Normalized Mach no. = 1.00
Point No. 11.017 No air pipes
Distortion 0.114
Recovery 0.935
FIGURE 138.-FAN FACE TOTAL PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, MACH 1.00,
NO CROSSWIND, MODEL 4, RUN 11
176
.95
.96
.99 .97
.98
.98
.99
.99
Normalized Mach no. = 0.92
Distortion = 0.093Recovery = 0.962
FIGURE 139.-FAN FACE TOTAL PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, MACH 0.92,
100-FT/SEC CROSSWIND-RUN 11, MODEL 4
177
177
1 1.000 27 .940
1543
2 .990 4 1 8 .930
3 .980 3 5 9 .920
4 .970 2 1 2 0 .9105 .960 2 3 A .900
6 .950
6 54 2
3 63 5
4'_ 8o 9
878
3 6 6
7 2 11J1
233
2 4
33
Point No. 13.014 Normalized Mach no. = 0.735Distortion= 0.0675 Pipes installedRecovery= 0.977
FIGURE 140.-FAN FACE TOTAL PRESSURE DISTR/BUTION,
MACH 0.735, NO CROSSWIND-RUN 13, MODEL 3
178
1 1.000 7 .940
2 .990 8 .930
3 .980 9 .920
4 .970 0 .910
5 .960 A .900
6 .950
100-FTISEC CROSSWIND-RUN 13, MODEL 3
5 179
4
5 6
179
1 1.000 7 .940
2 .990 8 .930
3 .980 9 .920
4 .970 0 .910
5 .960 6 A .900
6 
.950R 
6 
1 58 5 r 5
3 7 4
6 8 0 55
4 9 A 6 4
6 5 8-7
0 8 5Recovery= 0.945
180
180
Distortion = 0.1170 MT =0.910
Recovery = 0.941
FIGURE 143.-FAN FACE TOTAL PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, MACH 0.910,
100-FT/SEC CROSSWIND-RUN 13, MODEL 3
181
Point no. 12.014 Normalized Mach no. = 0.69Distortion 0.045 Six pipes installed
Recovery 0.993
FIGURE 144.-FAN FACE TOTAL PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, MACH 0.69, NO
CROSSWIND -RUN 12, MODEL 4
182
182
.9797
.9.96
.99
.94
.93
Point no. 12.015
Distortion = 0.071
Recovery = 0.982 Normalized Mach no. = 0.69
FIGURE 145.-FAN FACE TOTAL PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, MACH 0.69,
100-FT/SEC CROSSWIND-RUN 12, MODEL 4
183
.9 1.0
1.0
.99
.98
Point no. 12.0!8
Distortion = 0.091 Normalized Mach no. = 0.875Recovery = 0.977 Six air pipes installed
FIGURE 146.-FAN FACE TOTAL PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION,
MACH 0.875, NO CROSSWIND-RUN 12, MODEL 4
184
R.95
.99
01.0
.99 .97
.99
.90
Point no. 12.019
Distortion = 0.153
Recovery = 0.957 Normalized Mach no. = 0.875
FIGURE 147.-FAN FACE TOTAL PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, MACH 0.875,
100-FT/SEC CROSSWIND-RUN 12, MODEL 4
185
1 1.000 7 .9402 .990 8 .930
3 .980 9 .9204 .970 0 .910
5 .960 A .900
6 .950 1
Point no. 14.013
Distortion = 0.0464 Normalized Mach no. = 0.67
Recovery 0.991 Pipes installed
FIGURE 148.-FAN FACE TOTAL PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, MACH 0.67,
NO CROSSWIND-RUN 14, MODEL 4
186
1 1.000 7 .940
2 .990 8 .930
3 .980 9 .920
4 .970 0 .9105 .960 A .900
6 .950
Point no. 14.014
Distortion = 0.0576
Recovery = 0.986 Normalized Mach no. = 0.66
FIGURE 149.-FAN FACE TOTAL PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, MACH 0.66,
100-FT/SEC CROSSWIND-RUN 14, MODEL 4
187
1 1.000 7 .940
2 .990 8 .930
3 .980 9 .920
4 .970 0 .910
5 .960 A .900
6 .950
Point no. 14.018
Distortion = 0.1019 Normalized Mach no. = 0.915
Recovery = 0.960 Pipes installed
FIGURE 150.-FAN FACE TOTAL PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, MACH 0.915,
NO CROSSWIND-RUN 14, MODEL 4
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1 1.000
2 .990 7 .940
3 .980 8 .930
4 .970 9 .920
5 .960 A0 .910
6 .950 A A .900
4
3 34 5 6
56 6 /
8 6
4 3 45 5A
Point no. 14.019 Normalized Mach no. = 0.885
Distortion = 0.093
Recovery = 0.957
FIGURE 151.-FAN FACE TOTAL PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, MACH 0.885,
100-FT/SEC CROSSWIND-RUN 14, MODEL 4
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F/GURE 152.-PNL REDUCTION FROM BASELINE AND PERCENT FAN FA CE
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FIGURE 153.-PNL REDUCTION FROM BASEL/NE AND PERCENT FAN 
FACE
DISTORTION VS BLOWING RATE (APPROACH)RUN 13, MODEL 5B
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FIGURE 154.-PNL REDUCTION FROM BASELINE AND PERCENT FAN FACE
DISTORTION VS BLOWING RATE (TAKEOFF)-RUN 12, MODEL 4
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FIGURE 155.-PNL REDUCTION FROM BASELINE AND PERCENT FAN FACE
DISTORTION VS BLOWING RATE (TAKEOFF)-RUN 14, MODEL 5B
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1.0
.98 - (6) Translating
Translating \ centerbody,
centerbody L/D = 1.0,
L/D = 1.3 long bellmouth
.96 - (2) Contracting
cowl wall,
L/D = 2.0
F-
.94 - (7) Radial vane
(11) Translating
centerbody,
SL/D = 1.0,
.92 - short bellmouth
(A
CL (9) Double-articulating(13) Radial vane vane
.90 redesignF-
.88
.86
I I I I I I
.4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0
Normalized throat Mach number, MN
FIGURE 156.-COMPARISON OF INLET RECOVERY VS MASS-FLOW-DERIVED
THROAT MACH NUMBER (APPROACH)
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1.0
1. (11) Translating centerbody,
L/D = 1.0, short bellmouth
.98. (4) Translating
.98 - centerbody,
Radial vane (13) - 0 (7) L/D = 1.3
redesign Radial
-vane
_ .96
(2) Contracting
cowl wall,
o L/D = 2.0
.94 Double-articulating vane (9)
\ (6) Translating
C centerbody,
.9 L/D = 1.0, long
.92 - bellmouthI-
.90
.88
.4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0
Normalized throat Mach number, MN
FIGURE 157.-COMPARISON OF INLET RECOVERY VS NORMALIZED
THROAT MACH NUMBER (APPROACH)
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(13) Radial vane,
14 short bellmouth
redesign
(6) Translating
centerbody,
12 L/D = 1.0, longbellmouth
(11) Translating
centerbody
L/D = 1.0,'
10 short bellmouth
E (2) Contracting
-,
' 8 Translating centerbody, (4) L/D = 2.0,8L/D = 1.3 L/D = 2.0
E I
0. (7) Radial vane,
O 6 long bellmouth
o-
0
4 p(9) Double-articulating
S vane
2
0
.4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0
Normalized throat Mach number, MN
FIGURE 158.-COMPARISON OF INLET DISTORTION VS NORMALIZED
THROAT MACH NUMBER (APPROACH)
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1.0
-- = _ ___: __ _ -- __
Contracting cowl wall, (3)
.98 L/D= 1.0
Radial vane (11)
(12)
96- I Translating
centerbody,L/D = 1.0
.94-
o I
(5) Translating
.92 centerbody,
L/D = 1.3
I-
.90-
.88-
.82
I I I I I J
.5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0
Normalized throat Mach number, MN
FIGURE 159.-COMPARISON OF INLET RECOVERY VS MASS-FLOW DERIVED MACH NO.
TAKE-OFF CONFIGURATION
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1.0
(3) Contracting
.991 cowl wall,
I- L/D = 1.0
I /-(5) Translating
.98 centerbody,
> IL/D = 1.3
(12) Translating
centerbody,
SL/D = 1.0
o I.--
.96 (14) Radial
vane
.95
.4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0
Normalized throat Mach number, MN
FIGURE 160.-COMPARISON OF INLET RECOVERY VS NORMALIZED
THROAT MACH NUMBER (TAKEOFF)
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18
(12) Translating
centerbody,
16 L/D = 1.0
14
(5) Translating
. 12 centerbody,
E L/D = 1.3 .
/-
x l.(14) Radialvane
E 10 (3) Contracting
.o cowl wall,
2 L/D = 1.0
,
8
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4
2
0
.4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0
Normalized throat Mach number, MN
FIGURE 161.-COMPARISON OF INLET DISTORTION VS NORMALIZED
THROA T MACH NUMBER (TAKEOFF)
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Takeoff
Fan \\eli
pressure 0 O 100% N/J
ratio 'V
80%
S- - Radial vane inlet, L/D = 1.0
60% 3--0- Translating centerbody
inlet, L/D = 1.0
Approach 0- Inlet choke point
Fan weight flow, W
FIGURE 162.-FAN OPERA TING LINES WITH SONIC INLETS
Takeoff
conditions
Approach conditions
Fan \\
pressure 77% 93% 93 100%
75.6% 80%
Stall line with - Baseline configuration
centerbody inlets 60% r-- -- A Radial vane inlet L/D = 1.0
O-O Translating centerbody
L/D = 1.0 inlet
Fan weight flow,
FIGURE 163.-EFFECT OF SONIC INLETS ON FAN STALL LINE
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Symbol Model Run L/D Description
O 1 2 2.0 Contracting cowl
long bellmouth
O 3 4 .1.3 Centerbody
long bellmouth
0 4 6 1.0 Centerbody
long bellmouth
50
40 6
m 15
E 30 6
2- 5
0o  10 3
85 20
112
1 2
.4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0
Normalized throat Mach number, MN
FIGURE 164.-PNL REDUCTION FROM BASELINE VS NORMALIZED
THROAT MACH NUMBER, SINGLE-PASSAGE INLETS (APPROACH)
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Symbol Model Run L/D Description
O 1 2 2.0 Contracting cowl
long bellmouth
3 4 1.3 Centerbody
long bellmouth
4 6 1.0 Centerbody
long bellmouth
50
40
75 "6
3 -0
00
-o 12
0 10 1 4
1.0 .98 .96 .94 .92 .90 .88
Inlet recovery
FIGURE 165.-PNL REDUCT/ON VS INLET RECOVERY, SINGLE-PASSAGE /NLETS
(APPROACH), SCA L ED-UP DATA
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Symbol Model Run L/D Description
O 1 2 2.0 Contracting cowl
long bellmouth
O 3 4 1.3 Centerbody
long bellmouth
4 6 1.0 Centerbody
long bellmouth
50
. 40 6
ECE 015
2 30 - 5 4
0- E
-- O
44-
;10
10 3
Fan face distortion, %
FIGURE 166.-PNL REDUCTION VS PERCENT FAN FACE DISTORTION,
S/NGLE-PASSAGE INLETS (APPROACH) SCALED-UP DATA
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Symbol Model Run L/D Description
A 5A 7 1.0 Radial vane inlet
long bellmouth
9 5B 13 1.0 Radial vane inlet
short bellmouth
CI 6 9 1.0 Double-articulated vane
flight lip
60
50
0) >6
.
-40
M 5
E 14
E- 30 5
P 13
z 20 7
6
6 10
10 3
0 9 2
.4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0 1.1
Normalized throat Mach number
FIGURE 167.-PNL REDUCTION FROM BASELINE VS NORMALIZED THROAT
MACH NUMBER, MUL TIPASSAGE INLETS (APPROACH),
SCALED-UP DA TA
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Symbol Model Run L/D Description
O 5A 7 1.0 Radial vane inlet
long bellmouth
A 5B 13 1.0 Radial vane inlet
short bellmouth
O 6 9 1.0 Double-articulated vane
flight lip
50
6
S 40
Z 5
S 30 -C
0130) - ?0 - 7
0
-
°1 10 6-cnL
30
LOm 10 
Oil
00
1.0 .98 .96 .94 .92 .90 .88 .86
Inlet recovery
FIGURE 168.-PNL REDUCTION VS INLET RECOVERY, MUL TIPASSAGE INLETS
(APPROACH), SCALED-UP DATA
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Symbol Model Run L/D Description
O 5A 7 Radial vane inlet
long bellmouth
O 5B 13 Radial vane inlet
short bellmouth
0 6 9 Double-articulated vane
flight lip
50
40
o 14
S30-
z 07E 20 4
o 1.22
03
10 07
1 1
0 5 10 15 20
Fan face distortion, %
FIGURE 169.- PNL REDUCTION VS PERCENT FAN FACE DISTORTION,
MULTIPASSAGE INLETS (APPROACH), SCALED-UP DATA
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Symbol Model Run L/D Description
A 3 4 1.3 Unlined
0 3A 101 1.3 Lining added
to internal surfaces
O 3B 102 1.3 Lining added to internal
cowl surface and diffuser
section of centerbody
O 3C 10 1.3 Lining added to
diffuser section only
50
C 40 -
,*O 30 -
4
-1 20
z 12
o 010 11 7
r o 8 12L0 10 -5 2
m3 4 10
0-
.4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0
Normalized throat Mach number, MN
FIGURE 170.- PNL REDUCTION FROM BASELINE VS NORMALIZED
THROAT MACH NUMBER, ACOUSTICALL Y TREA TED
INLETS (APPROA CH), SCA LED-UP DATA
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Symbol Model Run L/D Description
O 2 3 1.0 Contracting cowl
long bellmouth
O 3 5 1.3 Centerbody
long bellmouth
4 12 1.0 Centerbody
short bellmouth
50 8-
7 5 6
O
0-
0 
S30 6
Z.- 5
" E 20
-Jo 4S4 3
10 -
10
11 2
0 1 2 3
.4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0
Normalized throat Mach number, MN
FIGURE 171.- PNL REDUCTION FROM BASELINE VS NORMALIZED THROAT MACH
NUMBER, SINGLE-PASSAGE INLETS (TAKEOFF), SCALED-UP DATA
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Symbol Model Run L/D Description
O 2 3 1.0 Contracting cowl
long bellmouth
3 5 1.3 Centerbody
long bellmouth
O 4 12 1.0 Centerbody
short bellmouth
50
5 08
7 7
. 40
S4 5
.0 "0
0
4 30q .- 66
t 5
" 20 -z 4
) 4 3
o n
o4 10 - 3
2
2
12 3
10
I I I I I I
1.0 .98 .96 .94 .92 .90 .88
Inlet recovery
FIGURE 172.- PNL REDUCTION VS INLET RECOVERY, SINGLE-PASSAGE INLETS
(TAKEOFF), SCA L ED-UP DATA
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Symbol Model Run L/D Description
0 2 3 1.0 Contracting cowl
long bellmouth
O 3 5 1.3 Centerbody
long bellmouth
0 4 12 1.0 Centerbody
short bellmouth
50
7 5 6 8
"- 40
E z
30- 6 55 
_j 5
- E 20
-J 4
-W 4
o Ln
23  2
1 3
I I I I
0 5 10 15 20
Fan face distortion, %
FIGURE 173.- PNL REDUCTION VS PERCENT FAN FACE DISTORTION,
SINGLE-PASSAGE INLETS (TAKEOFF), SCALED-UP DATA
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Symbol Model Run L/D Description
O 5B 14 1.0 Radial vane inlet
short bellmouth
60
50
7 8
.0 -40
30
0E 5
n 20
4
.4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0 1.1
Normalized throat Mach number, PN
FIGURE 174.- PNL REDUCTIQN FROM BASELINE VS NORMALIZED
THROA T MA CH NUMBER, MUL TIPASSA GE INL ETS(TAKEOFF), SCA L ED-UP DATA
211211
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Symbol Model Run L/D Description
50 0 5B 14 1.0 Radial vane inlet
short bellmouth
C
cm 7 8
-o 40
E Z
30 -6
LE
0
10 4
1.0 .98 .96 .94 .92 .90 .88
Inlet recovery
FIGURE 175.- PNL REDUCTION VS INLET RECOVER Y, MUL TIPASSA GE
INL ETS (TA KEOFF), SCA L ED-UP DATA
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60
Symbol Model Run L/D Description
O 58 14 1.0 Radial vane inlet
50 short bellmouth
7 8
m
a-0 40
o6-
S 30 0
a- 
-5
-Jo
10 4
3
2
0
0 5 10 15 20
Fan face distortion, %
FIGURE 176.-PNL REDUCTION VS PERCENT FAN FACE DISTORTION,
MULTIPASSAGE INLETS (TAKEOFF), SCALED-UP DATA
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Symbol Model Run L/D Description
O 4 11 1.0 Centerbody
short bellmouth
O 5B 13 1.0 Radial vane inlet
short bellmouth
50
® 40
M0 M
E 30
20
-o
Z 0G
n10
0
.4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0
Normalized throat Mach number, MN
FIGURE 177.- PNL REDUCTION FROM BASELINE VS NORMALIZED THROAT
MACH NUMBER, FINAL CONCEPTS COMPARISONS APPROACH,
SCALED-UP DATA
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Symbol Model Run L/D Description
O 4 11 1.0 Centerbody
short bellmouth
O 5B 13 1.0 Radial vane inlet
short bellmouth
50
17 6
." 40
Ez
c.S 30 -5 O
16
E -
c/ "
LD 10 - 30
1
I I I I I I I
1.0 .98 .96 .94 .92 .90 .88
Inlet recovery
FIGURE 178.- PNL REDUCTION FROM BASELINE VS INLET RECOVERY,
FINAL CONCEPTS COMPARISONS (APPROACH),
SCALED-UP DATA
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Symbol Model Run L/D Description
O 4 11 1.0 Centerbody
short bellmouth
O 5B 13 1.0 Radial vane inlet
short bellmouth
50
17
40 -6
.-
C. 50
16E 0 -
(n "
,-,
0
0 - 15
FIGURE 179.- PNL REDUCTION VS PERCENT FAN FACE DISTORTION,
FINAL CONCEPTS COMPARISONS (APPROACH),SCALED-UP DATA
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Symbol Model Run L/D Description
O 4 12 1.0 Centerbody
short bellmouth
O 5B 14 1.0 Radial vane inlet
short bellmouth
50
8
7 7e 7 8
.S 40
Cm
E Z
30
30 6 6
520 5
4
o1
0 1 2
SCALED-UP DATA
0 217
.4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0
Normalized throat Mach number, MN
FIGURE 180.- PNL REDUCTION FROM BASELINE VS NORMALIZED THROAT
MACH NUMBER, FINAL CONCEPTS COMPA RISONS (TAKEOFF),
SCALED-UP DATA
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Symbol Model Run L/D Description
O 4 12 1.0 Centerbody
short bellmouth
O 5B 14 1.0 Radial vane inlet
short bellmouth
50
8
7
7
40 - 8
S 30 - 6
E6
0
a) 4
..1 0 10 3 4
o 0
on 2 32
1 1
0
1.0 .98 .96 .94 .92 .90 .88
Inlet recovery
FIGURE 181.- PNL REDUCTION FROM BASELINE VS INLET RECOVERY,
FINAL CONCEPTS COMPA RISONS (TAKEOFF), SCA L ED-UP DATA
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Symbol Model Run L/D Description
O 4 12 1.0 Centerbody
short bellmouth
O 5B 14 1.0 Radial vane inlet
short bellmouth
50
8
7 7
S 40 -
o
E 0
0 O" 30-
06
-E
0j 4
2
0 1 2
I I I I
0 5 10 15 20
Fan face distortion, %
FIGURE 182.- PNL REDUCTION VS PERCENT FAN FACE DISTORTION, FINAL
CONCEPTS COMPARISONS (TAKEOFF), SCALED-UP DATA
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NOMENCLATURE
D Fan face diameter (inches)
DIST Distortion, (PTmax -PTmin)PT
L Distance from fan face to highlight plane (inches)
M Mach number
M Average Mach number
1/3 OB One third octave band (cycles per second)
P Pressure (pounds per square inch)
P Average pressure (pounds per square inch)
PNL Perceived noise level (PNdB)
REC Average total pressure recovery, PT/PT.
rpm Fan revolutions per minute
SPL Sound pressure level (dB)
Subscripts
Amb Ambient (Anechoic chamber)
Max Maximum
Min Minimum
N Normalized
T Total
x Longitudinal distance form highlight plane (inches)
00 Ambient conditions (Anechoic chamber)
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